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A B S T R A C T
6 nr
The differential cross-sections for the Li (p,pd), Li (p9pa)
y
and Li (p,pt) reactions have been calculated in the plane wave Born 
approximation using antisymmetrized harmonic oscillator cluster model 
wavefunctions. In all three reactions the target exchange terms,
resulting from antisymmetrization of the wavefunction with respect to 
the target nucleons9 were computed, and for the Li^(p9pd) reaction the 
incident-target exchange terms, resulting from antisymmetrization with 
respect to the incident proton, were included.
Using an (a+t) cluster configuration for Li and (a+d) for
6
Li a range of wavefunction parameters, corresponding to different 
degrees of clustering and giving an r.m.s. radius equal to the 
experimental value obtained from elastic electron scattering, was 
obtained by fixing the alpha cluster parameter and varying the remaining 
cluster parameter together with the cluster separation. The calculation 
of r.m.s. radii using antisymmetrized cluster wavefunctions has been 
described.
The behaviour of the exchange terms with both energy and
. 6 7clustering has been examined. For the Li (p,pd) and Li (p,pd) reactions, 
it was found that the inclusion of target exchange did not appreciably 
alter the shape of the cross-section; while for the Li (p,pt) reaction, 
the shape of the cross-section, calculated with target exchange terms, 
was found to depend critically on both energy and clustering. The
- 2
inclusion of incident-target exchange terms in the Li^(p3pd) reaction 
was found to affect the shape of the cross-section only at energies 
below 100 MeV and for weakly clustered nuclei.
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Chapter 1
1.1. Introduction
With the development of experimental techniques in the study 
of knockout reactions of the type (p,pX), where X is either a single 
nucleon or a nucleon cluster we are provided with a method of studying
nuclear structure. The results of experiments on the Li (p,pd) and
7 (l 2 3 k)
Li (p,pd) reactions 9 9 9 have led to the discussion of the poss-
6ihility of a cluster structure for these two nuclei, with Li described
b y  an (a+d) structure and Li b y  (a+t). At 155 MeV the cross-section
£5 Tfor the Li (p,pd) reaction is larger than that for the Li (p,pd) and
(5)a shell model analysis of these two reactions yields a cross-section 
for Li (p,pd) that is a factor of seven too small.
In a cluster model description the nucleus is assumed
to consist of clusters of nucleons bound together, where the binding 
energy of a cluster in the nucleus is less than that of a nucleon 
within the cluster. However these clusters cannot be thought of as 
permanent structures, since any wavefunction with permanent cluster 
structure is not fully antisymmetric. The inclusion of antisymmetriz­
ation results in additional terms in the wavefunction which represent 
exchange of nucleons within clusters. Only in cases when the clusters 
are well separated is the effect of exchange likely to be small, and 
it is important to investigate the dependence of exchange effects on 
both energy and clustering.
6 7In this thesis we have analysed the Li (p,pd), Li (p,pd)
• 7and Li (p,pt) reactions in plane wave Born approximation using cluster
- 6
model wavefunctions. Comparisons of calculations for the (p,2p)
reaction on light nuclei show that the magnitude of the cross-section
obtained by a distorted wave treatment is less than that obtained in
. (8) . . .
a plane wave calculation. However the two distributions have approx­
imately the same shape, and therefore, as is discussed in chapter 
plane wave calculations for the (p,pd) reaction could be expected to 
reproduce the shape of the cross-section but not the magnitude.
The cluster wsvefunctions used are of the same form as those
(9 10) .of Wildermuth 3 , but the parameters are chosen to give the correct
r.m.s. radii. The choice of parameters is discussed in chapter 3«
In the investigation of the effect of variation in clustering on the
shape of the cross-section the parameters have been varied keeping the
r.m.s. radius constant, and the main part of Chapter 3 is devoted to
a description of the calculation of r.m.s. radii of antisymmetrized
cluster wavefunctions.
In Chapter 4 we discuss the (p,pd) reaction, indicating the
information on the wavefunction given by this reaction and deriving an
expression for the cross-section in the plane wave approximation. At
6 *7the end of this chapter various analyses of the Li (p,pd) and Li (p,pd) 
reactions ere described.
6The calculation of the cross-section for the Li (p,pd) reaction 
has been divided into two parts, firstly the effect of exchange 
within the target nucleons only is described, i.e. target exchange, 
and secondly the effect of including exchange between the incident
7 -
proton and the target, i.e. incident-target exchange, is calculated.
The effect of incident-target exchange was found to he negligible at
energies of 100 MeV and over. For this reason and because of the
. 7  7complexity of the calculation, in the Li (p,pd) and Li (p,pt) reactions
only target exchange was calculated.
In the remainder of this chapter we will compare the shell
6 7 5and cluster model descriptions of Li , Li and He .
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1.2, The Shell and Cluster Models
As the number of nucleons in a nucleus decreases so the 
assumption that the internucleon interaction can he replaced by a central 
potential becomes less justified. For nuclei law in the 1-p shell there 
has been considerable speculation as to the existence of correlations 
between nucleons and it was in an attempt to include simply the effect 
of these correlations that the cluster model was proposed.
In its simplest form the shell model provides wavefunctions in 
which, apart from the effect of the exclusion principle, the motion of 
individual nucleons is completely uncorrelated. The basis of the 
shell model description lies in the assumption that each nucleon moves 
independently in a potential formed by the averaged effect of the two- 
body interactions. The shell model Hamiltonian can be written as 
follows
H *' H  +  H  . , +  H ...(1.1)s.m. o res. int. so
where represents the Hamiltonian for the motion of the particle in
the central potential, H . the residual two-body interaction andres. m t  <>
H the single particle spin-orbit interaction. The simplest form of50
the shell model assumes that the residual two-body interaction can be 
neglected and that the central potential can be replaced by an harmonic 
oscillator, giving the following Hamiltonian
H. = H + Hh.o. o so
_ y P42 . y ? . , y .
“ i 2K 2m •: -* ...(1.2)
- 9 -
The cluster model as proposed by Wildermuth is relented to this form of 
the shell model, and the harmonic oscillator shell model in L-S 
coupling can be regarded as a special case of the cluster model. This 
will be discussed later in this, chapter. Using ■wavefunctions generated 
by the Hamiltonian of equation (1.2) fits have been made to elastic 
electron scattering^1 .^ In the 1-p shell only in the case of Li^ was 
it necessary to take different length parameters for the s and p shells.
In the intermediate coupling form of the shell model the 
Hamiltonian is written as follows.
H. = 2 PjL2 + 2 Ti. + X E £.,s.
I.e. £ S  . . ...(1.3}
and assuming a form for the nucleon-nucleon interaction fits to the
energy levels of light nuclei ha\a been made. The magnitude of the
parameter X determines the coupling of the wavefunctions. For small
values of A, L and £  the orbital angular momentum and the total spin of
the nucleus are good quantum numbers and the wavefunction is said to be
L-S coupled. For large values of X9 the angular momentum of a single
particle becomes a constant of the motion and we have j-j coupling.
6 7Intermediate coupling calculations show that, for Li and Li , wave- 
functions near the L-S limit give a good description of the nucleus,
(l2\
providing fits to the energy levels V
Wavefunctions near the L-S limit can be written as a linear
6combination of L-S states. For example in the case of Li
- 10 -
' * VJ c. Oi •  ^ J- C.Or • O tJ vjLi p 1=1 S 0=3
[c!3Si(12) + C21Pi(12) + C33D!(12)] r(X2,3!t5 6) ...(l.lt)
Where ^(12,3^56) represents the i-spin dependence of the -wavefunction
and a and a the s and p shell harmonic oscillator length parameters, s p ° ~
The orbital angular momentum of particles i and j is written in the
spectroscopic notation ^S+^Lj(ij). Hie constants Cl9 C2 and C3 can
. .6be determined by fitting the magnetic and quadrupole moments of Li .
However the values obtained in this way have been reported to be
(12)inconsistent with those required to fit the energy levels . Values 
of Ci ranging from 0.922 to 0.93 have been obtained. In pure L-S 
coupling Ci = 1 and C2 = C3 = 0. A more complete set of references 
is given by Lodder^^ in a discussion of Li^ wave functions.
Due to the short range of the nuclear force the asymptotic 
behaviour of the wavefunction for the i th particle is determined by 
the separation energy of the particle from the nucleus and asymptotic­
ally the wavefunction ip is given by
\p * i  exp(- a r) ...(1.5)r
where a2 = i and r is the coordinate of particle i with respect
fe2
to the centre of mass of the core. The asymptotic behaviour of 
wavefunctions generated in an harmonic oscillator potential is of the 
wrong form and the use of such wavefunctions should be restricted to 
calculations in which the asymptotic behaviour of the wavefunction is 
unimportant. The functional form usually taken for the potential 
is that of a Woods-Saxon
where the potential tends to zero as r tends to infinity. Shell model
wavefunctions for the 1-p shell generated in a Woods-Saxon potential
have been used to fit elastic electron scattering and proton separation
e n e r g i e s A s  was the case in the harmonic oscillator functions the
s and p shells must be treated differently for Li , and different values
l/3of r , where R - r (A-l) , are needed to fit the data. In the caseo o
7
of Li the well-depth for the p-shell is greater than for the s-shell. 
The cluster wavefunctions described later have an incorrect asymptotic 
form and this difficulty has yet to be dealt with in the cluster 
formalism.
A serious difficulty in the use of the shell model arises 
for light nuclei with wavefunctions generated in potentials other than 
harmonic oscillators. The shell model potential is assumed to 
represent the averaged effects of the interactions of a nucleon with 
all the other nucleons and it depends only on the coordinate of the 
nucleon. This coordinate however is measured with respect to an 
arbitrary centre of potential and not to the centre of mass of the 
nucleus. This means that the Hamiltonian is not translaticnally 
invariant and, in addition to describing the notion of the nucleons 
with respect to the centre of mass, the wavefunction also contains a 
motion of the centre of mass with respect to the origin of coordinates. 
This spurious motion of the centre of mass results in incorrect values 
of matrix elements calculated with shell model wavefunctions. Only in
the case of harmonic oscillator wavefunctions is it possible to make an
. . (15)exact correction for this effect . The correction terms are
- 12 -
usually of order ^/A and should not be neglected _or light nuclei. As 
•will be seen later the problem of centre of mass motion does not arise 
if cluster 'wavefunctions are used.
The stability of particles such as the alpha particle and the
triton has led to discussions of the probability of their presence
in some form in light nuclei. In quasi-elastic scattering from light
3 k .
nuclei deuterons, tritons and He and He nuclei are emitted and reactions
such as Li^(p,pd) and In7(p,pd) and Li^(e,ed) ^ ' a^have been analysed in
„ T.6, - •v(l6,b) _ .6, \(l6.c)
the cluster formalism. Analyses of Li (it ,nn) , Li
6 ( d)
and the Coulomb disintegration of Li V have been carried out using 
cluster wavefunctions.
In the discussion that follows we will restrict ourselves to 
a cluster model in which the nucleus can be described by two clusters. 
Certain nuclei may require three or more clusters for a simple des­
cription and the extension of the following formalism to such cases is 
obvious. The nucleus is divided into two clusters containing n^ and 
n^ nucleons respectively. The Hamiltonian can then be written as 
follows
He.n . = W  + W  + T12 + V12 (^ 1 - V  - (l-7)
where £  and represent all the internal coordinates of clusters 1 and 
2 and R^ - is the coordinate of the centre of mass of 1 with respect 
to 2. T^g represents the kinetic energy operator for the motion of 1 
relative to 2. The eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian given by equation 
(1.7) can each be written as the product of wavefunctions depending 
only on either the internal coordinates of a cluster or on the relative 
coordinate of the centre of mass of the clusters. The most general
- 13 -
cluster -wavefunction for a two-cluster system can be written as 
follows
t  = I Cagy (A (Pl> *2 <*2> *1 <5X ~ 5a) —  d -8)
Tc.m. a9P»Y
where the sum is over all possible states of the clusters and the 
intercluster separation and the operator &(* is the antisymmetrization 
operator* For the cluster model to be of practical use the number of 
terms in the expansion given by equation (1.8) must be small. In 
this work we have followed Wildermuth in taking the first term in the 
expansion only. The cluster system in which a nucleus can be most 
simply described depends upon the kind of internucleon correlation 
favoured in a particular state. Since the wavefunction has been 
expressed in terms of relative coordinates the problem of centre 
of mass motion arising with the use of shell model wavefunctions 
does not occur when cluster functions are used.
In this work we have taken both the intercluster wavefunction 
and the function describing the internal cluster motion to be Gaussian, 
although, as pointed out in the case of the harmonic oscillator shell 
model, such wavefunctions do not have the correct asymptotic behaviour. 
However calculations using fully antisymmetric wavefunctions can be 
done exactly using harmonic oscillator functions, and the behaviour of 
the exchange terms with both energy and clustering can be determined. 
Such calculations show the effect of exchange and are necessary before 
a more sophisticated cluster function is used.
Choosing an alpha-deuteron cluster structure for Li ,
5 ■ ' 6
. 6
C o o r d i n a t e  system for  L | .
. ^
C o o r d i n a t e  system f or  L i .
3
Figure 1.1
C o o r d i n a t e ,  systems used by Wi ldermuth for  
the c l u s t e r  m ode!  descr  i pt ions o f  Li , Li  , He.
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(9 ) .Wildermuth writes the wave function in the following form
V £ * cAyR2exp(- R2)exp(-5Y^p.2)exp(-gcxJp.2)c(12s3U56) ...(1.9)
Li6 3 l 1 ~ 0
The coordinate system is shown in figure (l.l). In the unanti­
symmetrized function particles 1 and 2 form the deuteron. In the 
construction of the spin, i-spin wavefunctions for the groundstate,
denoted by £{12;33^56) * the clusters are assumed to have the same
6 +spinj i-spin as the free particle. The groundstate of Li is 1 and 
the free alpha has S = 0, T = 0 and the deuteron S ss T = 0. The 
wavefunction is constructed in L-S coupling and the intercluster 
wavefunction must have L = 0 or L = 2. The groundstate intercluster 
function has L = 0 and since the 1-s wavefunction vanishes on anti­
symmetrization it is chosen to be a 2s state. The choice of parameters, 
a,3,y will be discussed later in Chapter 3. With a wavefunction of this 
form Wildermuth fitted the low-lying energy levels but not the r.m.s. 
radius.
The magnetic moment of the groundstate is taken to be that of
a free deuteron and the agreement is fairly good. However, assuming
. 6the quadrupole moment of Li to be given by that of the deuteron the 
agreement is poor.
7
The cluster model description of Li is in terns of an alpha-
(9 )
triton cluster. The wavefunction used by Wildermuth being of the 
form
¥ s cA r 3oxp(~ ™$R2)exp(-iYfp*2)exp(-gaL .2)YV(i)£(l23r 1*56?)Li i » I 1 5 0 1
...(1.10)
- 16 -
The coordinate system is' given by figure (l.l) and the function Z gives
the spin3 i-spin dependence of the wavefunction. The spin of the ground-
state of Li^3 » is obtained by coupling the spin of the triton s « 1
to the angular momentum of the intercluster separation functions chosen
.7 .to be a p-state. The magnetic dipole moment of Li is m  reasonable
agreement with that of the free triton as is predicted by the cluster
model. Using the same two-body interaction as for Li^ Wildermuth
.7fitted the energy levels of Li , but not the r.m.s. radius. Thus 
wavefunctions chosen to fit the energy levels are seen not to give a 
good description of the long-range behaviour of the wavefunction.
5The wavefunction for He is obtained by using an alpha-n 
cluster structure
I U M  * 5 ■
¥ _ =eAn exp(- ~-3H2) Y, (R) exn(-Ja>p?)^(l*i 23^5) ...(l.ll)
He5 ~ 2 i
The coordinates are again given by figure (l.l) and the intercluster
wavefunction has been chosen to be a p state.
(17)
By putting the cluster parameters equal it has been shown 
that the cluster model with antisymmetrization is equivalent to the 
L-S coupled harmonic oscillator 9 without the centre of mass term.
Thus the cluster model can be seen as an extension of this simple shell 
model and the introduction of non-equal cluster parameters can be 
thought of as introducing configuration mixing into the shell model.
In the coordinate system used by Wildermuth the coordinates 
are not independent since for any one cluster £ ^ 5. » 0. We have
- 17 -
eliminated the superfluous coordinates and for A nucleons have introduced 
(A-l) coordinates. The centre of mass coordinate does not enter into 
the cluster description. The new coordinate system is given by 
figure (,|.2) and the wavefunctions of equations (1.9)» (1.10) and (l.ll) 
become
if 2 2 2
f _g =<sax2 exp(-5YXj )exp(- |$X2 )exp(-}o(X32 + 2X,,2 + X52) )
Li
5(12; 31*56)
7 _7 = c i , X 3 3Y1 ( X 3) e x p ( « Y e x 12 +  | s 2 2 ) ) e x p ( -  y B X j 2 )
Li
exp(~ iafx^2 + 2XS2 + X62) )5(123; U56T)
■¥ 5 =c/xj Y1(X1)exp(- |-BX12)exp(~5a(X22 + 2X32 + X,,2) )c(X;23^5)
He-
...(1.12)
where the function Z denotes the spin and i~spin dependence of the 
wavefunction.
In later chapters the spatial part of the wavefunction will be 
denoted by <j>S and in this notation equations (1.12) become
¥ C, =  CAt 3U56) 5(12; 3U56) ...(1.13)
u
'!’L i 7 =  e (  *S (123; 1+56?) 5(123; 1*567) ...(l.lU)
f,, 5 =  c4 / 4>S (l; 2345) 5(1 ; 231*5) ...(1.15)iie^
18 -
f o r
C o o r d i n a t e  system f o r  L i .
C o o r d i n a t e  system
u re 1.2
s f o r
L i 6 , L i r a n d  He s
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Chapter 2. Antisymmetrization of cluster model wavefunctions
A system of identical particles is properly 
described by a wavefunction that is either symmetric or 
antisymmetric under exchange of particles,, the symmetry 
depending on the spin of the particle. In the case of 
a system of nucleons, half-integer spin particles, the
(iS-cv)
total wavefunction should be antisymmetric.
The normalization constant for an antisymmetrized 
wavefunction is not the same as that of the unantisymmetrized 
function from which it was derived. In general matrix 
elements calculated with normalized unantisymmetrized 
wavefunctions differ from matrix elements of the same 
operator calculated with normalized antisymmetric wavefunctions:-, 
the difference arising from the effect of antisymmetrization 
both on the normalization and on the matrix element itself.
For a system of non-interacting particles where the wave­
function can be represented as the product of orthogonal 
single particle wavefunctions the antisymmetrization is 
equivalent to the Pauli exclusion principle, but in the case 
of cluster model wavefunctions the antisymmetrization is 
not so simple.
Before deriving the expressions used in the 
calculation of normalization constants and r.m.s. radii of
- 20 -
cluster model wavefunctions we will describe briefly the 
construction of antisymmetric wavefunctions and derive 
the' expression for the normalization constant in terms 
of the unantisyrnmetrized function.
The fully antisymmetric wavefunction describing 
a system of B particles , is formed from a wavefunction 
of unspecified symmetry., i>3 by the action of the operatorA(ieM
¥ = C $ ...(2.1)
where the operator A is defined as follows
ep P ...(2.2)
N! all
permutations
The sum is over all the H! permutations of the H particles,
P being any permutation within the group of H particles, 
ep the parity of the permutation is defined as follows
ep = +1 if an even no. of particles is exchanged 
ep » if an odd no. of particles is exchanged.
The factor is to ensure that the action of on an
antisymmetric wavefunction produces that function. The
normalization constant C is determined by the condition that
¥ be normalized to u n i t y
< T I V > = 1 ...(2.3)
- 21 -
This enables an expression for 0 to be derived in terms of 
Substituting for ¥ in equation (2.3)
C 
H!
P
Since < ¥ I is fully antisymmetric each of the B! terms
in the above sum are equal. This can best be seen by 
consideration of one of the terms
< ¥ | ep P ij) > = < P V | ep >
= < ¥ | ep2 $ >
= < ¥ | ip > ...(2.5)
since ep2 = 1.
Thus equation (2.h) becomes
C < ¥ | ^ > = 1 ...(2.6)
Substituting now for < ¥ | we have
§J < Z ep P  « I «  > =  1
P
C  =  M
< l Ep P ih I ^ >2 ...(2.7)
p
Since the symmetry of a function is unaltered when it is 
multiplied by a symmetric function the method used to derive 
equation (2.7) can be used to obtain an expression for the
—. A A
matrix element ,R, of an operator R in terms of \p9 R being 
symmetric under particle exchange.
- 22
Explicitly
R ~ < V | R | f >
r*2. a
= —  < £ ep P ip | R | ip > ...(2.8)
N. p
Any further simplification in the expressions for C and R
will result from the structure of the wavefunction ip 3 and
the use of cluster wavefunctions reduces the number of
terms in the sums in these expressions. Taking as an 
6example the Li wavefunction with the notation described 
in chapter 1
«(Li6) =*s<l2;3lt56fc(i2. 31,56) ' ...(2.9)
The spatial part of the wavefunction, <£>^1253^56) being given
4>S(1253^56} = x| exp(-2&l ) exp(-| 8 x|) exp(-|(x 32+2X^2+X 52))
...(2.10)
The spatial wavefunction is symmetric with respect to
exchanges within clusters. The spin, i-spin wavefunction,
.6£9 is constructed m  such a way that the total Li wavefunction 
describes a S=l9 T=0 state. Since the intercluster wavefunction 
is chosen to be a 2s state the spin of the Li^ depends on the 
spins of the two clusters. If these are chosen to be the 
same as the corresponding free particles the Li^ nucleus will 
have the correct spin dependence. It is now possible to 
construct the wavefunction ip before antisymmetrization in 
two ways 3 depending on the structure of £. If the spin
- 23 -
wavefunctions are chosen to be properly symmetrized the
function ijj will be fully antisymmetric with respect to
exchange within the deuteron and alpha separately* If
however the spin wave functions of the clusters are chosen
to be eigenfunctions of S onlj^  it is onljr after anti-z
s^nmnetrization that the spin wavefunctions represent 
definite total spin^*a  ^ These different choices for 
£ result in an identical expression for R. Since the 
former method is more convenient for both the calculation 
of exchange between the incident particle and the target 
in (p,pd) and the calculation of cross-sections in which 
the cluster structure of the incident nucleus is broken 
up this method will be used in the following proof.
Writing £ ( 12 ; 3^56) we have
5 ( 12;  3k$6) =  x “ ( 12 )  x ° ( 35) x ° ( ^ )  t ( 12 ; 3^ 56 ) . . . ( 2 . 11 )
where . m  <Jo
X^(12) - I ( I > 1 * 0 1 9^ 2 11M) XI (1) XI (2)
o i o 2 ^ 2
X°(35) “  I  ( 5, l , a 3» °5 l 0 ° )  X i3(3) x i 5 ( 5 ) . . . ( 2 . 12 )
where (2,25^1»a2Irepresents a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient 
in the notation of Brink and Satchler^^ and t(12; 3^5^) 
represents the i-spin dependence of the wavefunction.
In what follows protons and neutrons are treated as 
distinguishable particles and antisymmetrization is done
-  2k -
separately within the groups of neutrons and protons. This 
is justifiable in the absence of i-spin dependent operators 
since the orthogonality of the i-spin wavefunctions ensures 
that matrix elements with proton-neutron exchange are zero. 
The antisymmetrization operator c4> now ’becomes
tA =
P B
and the fully antisymmetric wave function is of the form
...(2.13)<F(Li6) « c eA Cn- ip(Ll
p n
where = I. 1 ep P
P 1,3*5
cA = -  yo» L ep P
n 3‘ 2,5*6
...(2.1*0
since particles 1, 3 and 5 are protons and 2 S h and 6 
neutrons..
The normalization constant C is given by 
c = __
I
< I £P ^ I  Cp P |^ij) > ...(2.15)
1?3»5 2,5,6
To evaluate the denominator of the above expression the
antisymmetrization with respect to the protons is considered
first.
I ep P  «  (1 - P j 3 _ -  P 1 5  - P 3 5  + P 1 3 P 3 5  +  P 1 5  P 35 )
1>3s5 ...(2.16)
Since the wavefunction is already antisymmetric in 3 and 5
- 25 -
P35 <J> = - $ and P13P35 ^ 55 - p 13 $ 
giving
I ep  P  <p =  2(1 -  P 13 -  P 15)i(- . . . ( 2 . 17 )
1,3,5
and
< I ep  P ^  | > «  < 2(1 -  P 13 -  P j 5 )\|> | > . . . ( 2 . 18)
1,3,5
To simplify the above equation further the contribution to 
the matrix element from the term in Pi 3 will be written 
explicitly, where the Li^ wavefunction is written as
I <P > = *Sx‘i(l,2) x°(3,5) x°(**,5)
< H  = # x j r (l,2) x°(3,5) X°(M)
Using the fact that
Pi3 Xj1 (1,2) x°(3,5) >  I (i,l,0',aj |lM')(iJ,c3,0 |oo)
°1 »°2
°l <  <  <
Xa (3) x, (2) X, (l) X (5)
5 § 5 3 ...(2.19)
we obtain
<P13 l (l,5s01,02|lK)(5,5s0j,0'|ur)
Q1>a2 -
al>a2 „ a sa  | o o ) ( J  , 5 , 0 3 , 0 ^ ( 0 0 )a3
_ A _ A
3 CTs
a; az a2 3 ae c * a a 03 0-
: ~u;x (p )Xt (i )xj (5) PislU Xi (i)x. (2)x_ (3)xi (5)>
§ § 2 3  3 I I i
...(2.20)
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Using the orthogonality of the spin wavefunctions
<P13 - I (§ J scJ3,a21 iM'Ki,J,al9a2|iM)
3a2 9a3 3^ 5
(§ J ^ ^ 5a5|oo)(i9§,a39a5|oo) <ri3 <£>|<jT>
* I (2 J 9-“ CJ5?a2 | 1H ) 2 ( i  J , - a 5 ,cr5 | o o )2 < P i 3  £|<j?>
• •o(2* 21)
o2 a5
(3 5.3 s~a5 tfa5100 )2 = J for a5= ± \
s  s
/ .  < P l3 ,^!^> =  § I ( U > - c r 59o 2 | 1M ) 2 < P 13
5 2
” 3 <Pl3 9|f> ...(2.22)
A similar argument applied to the term in the matrix
element in P15 gives
£ £
<p15 =5 ,<p15 $[$> ...(2.23)
§.
Since <f> is symmetric in particle 3 and 5 
<Pl 5 “ <p13
and equation (2.18) becomes
< l e p P  *  | *  > =  2<(1 - P 1 3 ) ...(2.2U)
1,3,5
The neutron antisymmetrization operator is as follows
£ ep P = (l - P21+ - P26 ” pJ+6 + P2»+P26 + p26 p*t6) • • • (2.25) 
n
Proceeding as for the protons the antisymmetrization with
27
respect to neutrons reduces to the following expression
< 1  ep P i|> | ^ > ® 2< (l - P2**)4>w I 9 > ...(2.26)
2,5,6
Substituting the equations (2.25) and (2.26) into the 
expression for C we have
c = ^31 / 3 f _______________ 1
, 2<(1 - P13)(l - P21() I /  >
2<(1 - 2P13 + P13 P2<t) 4S | ** > ...(2.2T)
5 s
Since Pi 3 $ * P24 <{>
6The fully antisymmetric wavefunction for Li is then
7(Li6) = Q  c d t . „  , ^(Li6)
2<(1 - 2P13 + Pi3P2i») 4 | <T > ...(2.28)
.7 5
The fully antisymmetric wavefunctions for Li and He can
6be normalized using a similar method to that of Li yielding
, < u b  .---- -------
Z I 2 < ( 1 - 3Pii» + 3PmP25 - Pi^p36P25)4>' I *>"
...(2.29)
and '
,(He5) = M   e ^ M H o 5) >>i(jJ>30)
J J < (  1  - P15) <f.S | 4> >5 
Using the method used to derive equation (2.27) the expression
A
for the mean value of an operator R, equation (2.8) can be 
simplified giving for Li^
- 28 -
B ~ f r T r  < I ep p I £p p ^ l ^ l ^ >
p n
= . < ( L i ^ J L ± J E u E 2 ! l L £ l l  J_lL> ... (2.31)
<(l - 2Pj3 + P13P2  ^4s I 4>S>
By putting in the appropriate expression for R equation (2.31) 
can be used to find the r.m.s. radius of Li .
R = -L Y r;.2 ...(2.32)
6 J 1
where r* is the coordinate of the i th particle with — 1
respect to the centre of mass of the nucleus. In terms 
of X-coordinates (2.32) becomes •\
R = i (i Xl2+ -|-X22+ |K32+ Tin2* J X52) ...(2.33)
. . 6and the expression for the r.m.s. radius of Li becomes
<r2>5
L.‘
< (l-gPL3tPl3?2U )#li( 1X12+ & 2 2+1x32+XI»:2+SXS2 ) I *
<(l-2P13+Pl3P2't)l[l>-
...(2.3lt)
.'7Equations equivalent to (2.35) can be derived for Li' and
c 7____________________ _
He . For Li the mean value of R s (R)^7 is given by
(H) = l U r l P q ^ P i i t P a ^ P ^ ^
Li7 <(l~3Pii)+3Pi.,P25-Pl‘.P25P36)‘!'S I V  ...(2.35)
Putting R = \  \ r«2 ...(2.36)
1
where the j*. are again coordinates with respect to the centre-i JL
of mass of the nucleus, and expressing (2.36) in X-coordinates
• 7we have an expression for the r.m.s. radius of Li .
29 -
< r^>T .LiT
s II
: (1~3P 14+3P 1^2 5“P1 5P 3 6 ) ♦ >
. . . . 5In a similar way an expression for the r.m.s. radius of He
can he found
..(2.37)
< r2>*He 5
...(2.38)
where the <j>S in equations (2.37) and (2.38) are defined by 
equations (1.15) and (1.15).
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Chapter 3. Wavefunction parameters and r.m.s. radii.
The r.m.s. radius of a nucleus provides a measure 
of nuclear size. As will he shown later, the direct terms in 
the cross-section for the knockout of a particle in plane wave 
approximation are proportional to the Fourier transform of 
the wavefunction representing the relative motion of the 
knocked-out particle and the core in the target nucleus.
Thus the shape of the cross-section will depend on the size 
of the target nucleus. While investigating the effect of 
variation in clustering on the shape of the cross-section 
we will keep the size of the nucleus constant by fixing the 
r.m.s. radius at the experimental value.
Experimental values for the r.m.s. radii are
(lH ?0)provided by electron scattering measurements, 9 where 
the cross-section for scattering from a. charge distribution 
generated by shell model wavefunctions is fitted to the 
experimental cross-section by adjusting the wavefunction 
parameters enabling the r.m.s. radius to be found.
6 TThe cluster model parameters for Li and Li
(9)determined by Wildemuth fit the groundstate energy levels 9 
but when used to calculate the r.m.s. radii yield values that 
are too small. Wildermuth chose the alpha cluster parameter 
so that the cluster had the same r.m.s. radius as the free
alpha particle and the parameters 0 and ~i were varied through 
the variational parameters X = 8/ot and Z =y/cu The energy 
was minimised with respect to X and Z5 the values of these 
parameters being adjusted to give a fit to the groundstate energy 
level. The parameters he obtained, together with the r.m.s. 
radii are tabulated below.
.6 7Table 3.1. Showing the cluster parameters for Li" & Li 
with the calculated and experimental values 
for the r.m.s. radii.
r.m.s. i r.m.s.
a X Z calculated, j exptl.1
VO 
1 
^
0.k 3 3 f ^ 0.7 6 1.52 2.02f | 2.1Hf^21^
Li7 O.U33f~'2 0.65 0.8 Ji
——t—
2.28f j
t
2.36f^20^
g
Other values of cluster parameters for Li are provided
• • . (p p )by an analysis of elastic and inelastic electron scattering.
Here X is treated as a free variable. The value obtained by 
Wildermuth is rejected for the following reasons: the groundstate
energy obtained by Wildermuth, as a function of X, only has a 
shallow broad minimum and the value of X obtained depends on the 
form of the interaction. Smirnov et al. use the same alpha 
cluster parameter as Wildermuth and, keeping Z constant, adjust 
X to obtain a fit to both elastic and inelastic scattering.
With a value of Z = 0.7 a value of X in the region 3b0.3 ~ 0.H
« 32 -
was needed. Decreasing X corresponds to increasing the 
intercluster distance and if X is decreased while Z is kept 
constant the r.m.s. radius will increase. Using the graphs 
in figure (3»3) at the end of the chapter it can be seen that 
in the range of variation of X 9 X = 0.65 to X = 0.3, covered 
by Smirnov et al. the r.m.s. radius varies from 2.2 f. to 
2.71 f. Thus it is difficult to separate the effects of 
varying cluster parameters from those of varying r.m.s. radii.
In our calculations, although we have tried Wildermuth*s 
parameters, the results for differing clustering are obtained 
using parameters which give the correct r.m.s. radius. Since 
Wildermuth*s assumption that the alpha cluster is equal in size 
to the free alpha,, is only justified in the case of extreme
clustering, calculations have been done with two sets of a,
—2 . —2 a * O.H33f corresponding to the free alpha, and a * 0.33Sf
corresponding to the s-shell parameter of the shell model
obtained from electron scattering. By fixing the alpha cluster
parameter and the r.m.s. radius of the nucleus we have only one
free parameter in the wavefunction, variation of which will vary
the clustering in the nucleus.
Proceeding now to the details of the calculation of 
r.m.s. radii we will return to the expressions derived at the
- 33 -
end of chapter 2.
.6For Li
r.m.s. - :(l-2Pl 3+Pl 3P?.)<flf(IX i M x ?2+§X32+7,u2+lx^2) 1 4>* >
<(1~2P13+P13P21() S^ | * >
The following notation will be used
<r ' J  = (Ro-gRi+R?)
fS o - 2 H j+ H p "
...(3.1)
..(3.2)
...(3.3)
where Bo and No will be referred to as direct terms
Ri and Nj will be referred to as single exchange terms
R2 and I?2 will be referred to as double exchange terms
j /
<J)(Li ) » X22exp(~if Xi2)exp(-^ -$ X22)exp(“‘j(X32+2Xif2+Xs2) )
Calculating first the normalization terms,
No - 2Ni + N2
The direct term, No, can be evaluated immediately.
No a < cf>S | /  >
® JX2lfe3cp(-^Ci2)exp(-^3 X22)exp(^(X32+2X*f2+X52) )dxx dxs
16.825 TT7  ^6lT
<*$Y
The method used in the calculation of the single exchange term, Nis 
to reduce the integrals to a standard form will be used throughout 
this work in the calculation of the exchange terms.
Nj a <P13 |
88 J(Pl3fe22e x p( ^ 12 )exp(-^22 e^xP(-f(X32+2X^2+X52 ) ) ) ) 
X22exp(-^ Xi2)exp(-|^ C22)exP(-f‘(X32+2Xi42+X52))
...(3.5)
- 3U -
X. ■ (Pl3)..S.j~1 1J -1
In what follows the convention of summing over repeated integers 
has been adopted.
To express P ^ ^ i n  terms of coordinates 9 the coordinates
xr ®ust be written in terms of X-. This is done by means of 
*-1 --1
the equation
...(3»6)
The matrix Pi3 is best evaluated by consideration of figure (3,1)
in which the coordinates are represented bjr the full line
and x: by the dashed line.—1
From this diagram
'
s (fex + 52 + f e  + fe+) ...(3.7)
Similar expressions can be obtained for the other four 
coordinates, leading to the following permutation matrix
1
§ 1 i I 0  ~
3
~g 2
38 3c 0
a 1 i 1•"2 0
i 1s I 3 0
0 0 0 0 1
Pl3 =
Using the above expression, equation (3,5) for Nj can be 
rewritten as follows
(1)
Hl* /x22(-6X1+5X2+ 3+ ’.1'W) exP( 1 j _ _ ^5
...(3.8)
...(3.9)
where the matrix A
(1)
A (i).
is given by 
1(— 1^4— -3-^4- .A y) (-2—ct—— l*3«.-^*y j (— ifx.—^ — ly) (■ d —3-g.f.—ly ^ q
32 32 16 16 16 8 32 32 16 32 32 16
(■^ot ^LZ^+.Ly)(J— — a4-l .g^ l. y) 0 
8 2*+ k 16 16 8 16 16 8
' (•i*^ 0t+^ -£-1-Ly 'j ^---^4.3...-^4-3-y J Q
1 32 32 16 32 32 16
(^Za4_3__3+1^,) o
32 32 16
1got
r..(3 .io)
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Figure 3-1
Showing the  r e la t io n  betwee n  the c o o r d in a t e s  
X. a n d  c o o r d i n a t e s  X '  where x! s P ; : X : .
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Since is symmetric only the upper triangle has been written
explicitly. Equation (3.9) can now be simplified by a trans­
formation y = C ^X which diagonalizes the quadratic form 
(1) . (?3)
Hi
Thus
Cf1 A C  a A
where A is diagonal and expressed in the new
coordinates becomes A. y.2l
In y-coordinates equation (3.9) becomes
N1 ~ /(c2i 3fi)2(aj ^ ) 2 exp(-Xltyk2) ... dy-5
where
a. = — i C x ^ + sC3j + gC4j
5 „ _ . . ■* ..,.2 ~rr . v 2
W1 ~.I c2i2&i2/xit+eWAiyi J e ~ X k 7 k dyj
1=1 k+i
I (c2i2a-2+C2j[;ai C2>.a.)J y.2e~Xiyi dy^ Jy*2e”Xjyj <&• 7T/e~Xkyk dy. 
i+j k4i+j
...(3.10)
The integrals in the above expression can be evaluated analytically
and we have
•j a X5. f c2i2aj2 1 a  y (c2j2aj2+ P.2iaj c2jaj ) T T ^ — )!
i+d
H-
*+
i=
j
...(3.11)
The double exchange term2 1T2 ;> is evaluated in the same way
- 37 -
as Nj
I'I2 “ /(Pi3P2if(x.22exp('^x12 )exp(-|Bx22)exP(-u(x32+2}rJ+2+X 52^ ^
X22 exp(^xi2)exp(-|ex22)exp(»f(x32+2Xt+2+X52)) ^  °‘-dX 5
...(3.12)
The matrix P^P^is given in appendix 3
(2)
and H2 becomes
X v  /
lh  ~ JX22(^+ uXtt)2 exp(-A> ^ x.-X.) dXl°--<X5 ...(3.13)
z a-0 i 0 ' '
'2> . .
where A is given by
a (2)=
(Ja + Jy) O O O O
(got +  - |$ )  0  ( J a  -  i $ )  0
(Jot +  l y)  0  0
(|a + §3) 0
got
...(3.1*0
N2 can now be evaluated by applying the coordinate transform
(2)that diagonalizes A . The integrals obtained are of the 
same form as those in the expression for Uj
Proceeding now to the calculation of Ro - 2Ri + R2
As was the case with the normalization the direct term, Hoa 
can be evaluated immediately.
Ro « «f| -^(iXi2+|x22+iX32+ ^ 2+2X52)||>
® *6 /X2lf(Xi2+^ X22+X32+Xi+2+X52)exp(w2Xl2)exp(~|-3x22 )
2 'i 2
a — 1 T-l + i  + -^-T Ho
12 LY 3 aj
exp (~*(X32+2Xtf 2+X52)) • • • dX5
...(3.15)
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The exchange terms, and R2, can "be written in terms of the 
A-znatrices derived in the calculation of the exchange terms in 
the normalization. Writing the general r.m-s. radius exchange 
term Rj as follows
&X * <P^(ixi2+^X22+iX324»t2+JX52) |<f> ...(3.16)
where
P = Pi3 if I ~ 1 and P ~ P13P24 if I s 2.
the P-matrices are those used in the calculation of Nj and 
*
W2 and, since R contains no gaussian terms, give rise to
the A-matrices of equations (3.10) and (3.1*0
Thus
dXi...dX5 ...(3.IT) 
and on application of the coordinate transformation y «
•where the and are functions of and and are
evaluated in the program.
A program was written in EMA to calculate the r.m.s. 
radius of Li using the method described here. Further 
details of the program are given in appendix (2).
Two checks on the calculation are possible: firstly,
a comparison with the r.m.s. radius for Li^ found by Wildermuth 
and secondly, a comparison with an exact calculation with 
a=$=Y. The r.m.s. radius calculated with the program using
i
Wildermuth9s parameters gave a value of <r2>5= 2.035 f, a value 
which differs from Wildermuth9s by 0.75$* This small deviation 
can be attributed to differences in programming method and 
machine accuracy. With a=3=Y t h e A-matrices become diagonal 
and the expression for the r.m.s. radius can be evaluated 
exactly.
Calculation with for r.m.s. radius of Li^
<r^ >'
...(3.19)
J f ( Ro -  2 R i  +  R? )1 2
\ “ [(Ho - 2HJ + II2)J
The results will be expressed in terms of No.
Y 2 . y2 x2
*1 a/Xi2% X l 2- ^ X 2 2+6^X32+6^Xif2+i:bij Xj)exp(-a(fl +|X22+f3+}0+2+f5 ))
c ... d •»(3 * 20)
-.1*0-
None of the terms in X..X. contribute and we have
- 1 —0
Hi = iBo ...(3.21)
N2 =/X22 (lX22-ty|Xit2 -?X2.&,)eXp(-c«(|V2+|Xx2+|32+Xt>2^ 5 2))
eXi.-.aXs ...(3.22)
The term containing X% #2&+ vanishes on integration giving
H2 = Ho ...(3.23)
The total normalization term N is given by 
N = No - 2Nx + N2
= 2o^° ... (3.2^ 1)
Similarly the total r.m.s. radius term R can be found 
R « Ro - 2RX + R2
where Ro = -J-J- No 
12a
*1 = 3iL *>96a
L 2 A
120aR 2 = 4 £ L n° ...(3.25)
R = 80a 1,0 ...(3.2 6)
The r.m.s. radius then becomes
<r2>5 - (iil§333)^ ...(3.27)
(X
The results obtained by the program agree with the values obtained 
from equation (3.27) for a range of alpha.
Starting from the expressions for r.m.s. radius at the
. 7 5
end of chapter 2 the r.m.s. radii for Li and He can be
- hi -
calculated. The method is similar to that used in the Li 
case. The P-matrices are listed in appendix 3, The
calculations we re programmed 5 this time in ALGOL 9 and the
details of the program is given in appendix 2 , The results
. .7 . .
were checked m  the Li case by comparing the agreement with
5the value given by Wildermuth and m  the He case by setting 
a=8«
The variation of r.m.s. radius has been plotted as 
a function of z for different values of X using two values 
of a.
Consider first the Li results. It will be
remembered that decreasing X corresponds to increasing
cluster separation and that increasing Z corresponds to a
more tightly bound deuteron. Using an alpha cluster equal
to the free alpha it is not possible to fit the r.m.s. radius
with a value of X near that obtained by Wildermuth unless very
small values of Z are chosen. It has been argued by Wildermuth
that the deuteron cluster is more tightly bound than the free 
(7) .
deuteron . A value for the oscillator parameter corresponding 
to a free deuteron can be determined by equating the r.m.s. radius 
of an oscillator function to that obtained from the Hulthen
_P
wavefunction. This gives a value of y = 0.1961* f , which 
corresponds to a value of z = 0.1*56. If we accept Wildermuth*s
1*2 -
argument on the deuteron size we have a lower limit on z given 
"by the above value.
—2To fit the r.m.s. radius with a = 0.1*33 f for
reasonable values of Z an X in the region of X “ 0-^ is required.
—2However, with the smaller value of a = 0.338 f 9 corresponding 
to an alpha cluster larger than the free alpha fits to the r.m.s. 
radius can be obtained for values of X around X = O.J.
The variation in r.m.s. radius with X for a given a
£
is small. For reactions involving Li it was found more convenient 
to vary the clustering as a function of Z. The parameters for 
<r2>5 ss 2.1*lf. that will be used in later chapters are tabulated 
below
Table 3.2. Values of X and Z which give a constant r.m.s. 
radius.
a z v
0.1)33 t ~ 2
■
tr\*O 0.51
1.0 0.1*2
1.6 0.386
I
0.338 f"2 0.5 0.75
1.0 0.71
'---------------------- - ------ — — - ------- -
1.6 0.625
H3 -
7Looking now at the results for Li we see that the
variation of r.m.s. radius with x for a given Z is much greater 
.6
than for Li . This means that for a given a the range of 
possible values of j  that fit the r.m.s. radius is greater. As
.6 . —p
for Li the values of x which fit the r.m.s. radii with a « 0.338 f
—2
are larger thsn with a = 0.^33 f « The parameters for 
<r2>s s 2.36f. that are needed in later chapters can "be read 
directly from the graphs.
Lastly we have a graph showing the variation in r.m.s.
5radius of He as a function of X. Taking the value of r.m.s. 
radius given by Wilkinson^20 ^ , ,<r2>5 = 1.96f. 9 which was found
by calculating the r.m.s. radius of proton and neutron wavefunctions 
generated in a Saxon-Wood potentials we can determine For an
alpha cluster parameter equal to the free alpha the value of X 
obtained is X = 0.61+.
Choosing a reasonable value for the alpha cluster
parameter it has been seen to be possible to fit the r.m.s. radii 
& Tof Li and Li using cluster wavefunctions for a range of X and 
2. values. Furthermore9 fixing the alpha cluster parameter either 
by comparison with the s~shell harmonic oscillator shell model 
parameter, or by requiring the cluster to have the same r.m.s. 
radius as the free alpha particles the requirement that the cluster 
wavefunction gives the correct r.m.s. radius means that we have
£) 7
only one free parameter in our cluster wavefunctions for Li and Li .
-  kk -
O'ij. 0*&
Figure 3-2 
Showing the r.m.s. 
for various values of X.
radius of as a function  of Z
-  k S  -
0-4 0'€> 0 -8  l-0 J ' l  l-(f
7
Figure 5.3 • ^
Showing the r.m.s. radius of Li as a function of Z for 
various values of X.
0 * 4  
Figure 3.4-
Sftowin<3 the r.m.s. radius of Li as a function of 
various values of X.
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Z-8
X-O
O ' 80*4
Figure 3-5“
Showing the r.m.s. of Li
O
various values of X.
—  ■ &  —
2*2
2-0
•o
X
the r.m.s radius of He
function of X
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Chapter k - The (p,pd) reaction
The (p,pd) reaction in which the outgoing proton and deuteron 
are detected in coincidence provides information on the overlap of the 
wavefunction of the residual nucleus of (A-2) nucleons with that of the 
target. For certain cases, using unantis2rmmetrized cluster wavefunctions 
this overlap integral has a particularly simple form, as will he seen 
later. However before the (p,pd) reaction can yield information on the 
wavefunction of the target some assumptions must be made as to the form 
of the internucleon interaction. In this chapter we will first discuss 
the approximations that can be made in a derivation of an expression for 
the differential cross-section.
In this thesis calculations have been done using the plane 
wave Born approximation. While* in the analysis of the 155 MeV results, 
the plane wave approximation provides an adequate description of the 
incident proton, its use to describe the outgoing particles cannot be 
justified. The majority of the experiments of the type (p,pX) are 
performed with symmetric coplanar geometry, in which the paths of the 
two outgoing particles make equal angles with the path of the incoming 
proton and the magnitudes of the momenta of the outgoing particles are 
equal. The kinematics of this type of experiment is discussed in detail 
in appendix 1. Here we will point out only that for the (p,pd) 
experiment the energy of the outgoing deuteron is about half that of the 
proton and thus the neglect of distortion is particularly bad in the 
description of the deuteron. However, it is difficult to see how more 
sophisticated calculations could include full antisymmetrization of the
- 50 -
wavefunction, as -will be seen later when the details of the calculation 
are discussed. Since antisymmetrization of the cluster wavefunction 
is essential, being most important when the nucleus is not strongly 
clustered, an estimate of the variation of the effect of exchange with 
both clustering and energy provided by a plane wave calculation is of 
value. The extent to which conclusions drawn from plane wave 
calculations are valid can be surmised from consideration of calcu­
lations of the (p,2p) cross-section.
The (p,2p) reaction on light nuclei has been analysed by
. (2^.25)various authors m  a distorted wave approximation, and a comparison of 
these calculations with the results obtained by a plane wave calculation 
shows that distortion does not appreciably alter the shape of the 
angular distribution. In the transition from plane wave to distorted 
wave the position of the maximum or minimum is shifted slightly to 
larger angles, for cross-sections with a minimum at 0=0 the minimum is 
partially filled in in light nuclei and the absolute cross-section 
decreases by a factor of from ^/T at 170 MeV to V l  at ^50 MeV in 0^, 
This is discussed more fully in a review paper by Rio 4?^ By analogy 
with this (p#pd) calculations in plane wave approximation could be 
expected to reproduce the shape of the angular distribution but not the 
magnitude, and will indicate whether the inclusion of exchange will 
alter the shape of the cross-section.
In the following discussion we will derive expressions for the 
cross-section in various approximations, emphasizing the approximations
- 51 -
made and the difficulties introduced by the use of fully antisymmetric
wavefunctions. In the (p,pd) reaction we are concerned with the
transition from an initial state consisting of an incoming proton, 0,
of momentum and a nucleus A at rest, to a final state consisting of
an outgoing proton and deuteron with asymptotic momenta in the range
(p* + do*) and (p, + dp.) respectively and a core of (A-2) nucleons,*-o -**o =-d t-a
where the momenta, are in the laboratory system. The core or residual 
nucleus has momentum Q, which in the case of the symmetric experiment 
is collinear with p^. If distortion is neglected this recoil momentum 
is equal to the momentum of the deuteron in the target nucleus relative 
to the centre of mass of the target. At this point it is convenient 
to introduce the propagation vectors, k , k*, k and k^ defined by the 
following expressions
£o = fe^o 9 ^ k^ 9 s ^  id 9 -2 = ^  ir
The Hamiltonian for the initial state can be written as
H. = H + V ... (U.l)l o
where V represents the sum of the two-body interactions of the incident 
proton with the target nucleons and the unperturbed Hamiltonian, E^, 
is given by
H ~ H. + T ...(U.2)o A o
The Hamiltonian H. determines the state of the target nucleus and T A o
represents the kinetic energy operator for the incident proton. We will 
consider in this chapter unantisymmetrized states. The eigenfunction of 
Hq, <{> is given by the product of the boundstate wavefunction describing 
the target and a plane wave of momentum_p^, representing the incoming
-  52 -
proton.
H » « E ♦ ...(It.3)o
+
4> , the eigenfunction of the total Hamiltonian is given asymptotically 
by an incoming plane wave and an outgoing spherical wave
H. t|i+ = E ij/+ ...(ll.lt)
A formal solution for incorporating the asymptotic behaviour can be 
written as follows
= $ + G+ V ip*______________________________________ (U.5)o
4.
where the properties of the operator G are discussed in standard works
(26,27) 0
on scattering theory. By successive iterations equation (U.5) can be
written as an expansion in powers of V as follows
<f+ = 4 + |  (G* v)n<j> . . . ( i t . 6)
This expansion in terms of the potential is known as the Born series.
The cross-section for the (p,pd) reaction is given by the
following expression
,3 _ kf k, O 3d3a = 2tt o d ? _ 49
----------  — ------ m T> “a c ' lTifl . . . (U.7)
asj_ an an h6 k p if 11
1 2 o ^
ft, and ft- are the .angles k* and k, mehe with k respectively and Irz1 2 -o -d —o J if
represents the average over initial and sum over final states. The 
transition amplitude T ^  is given by
Tif ~ < *f !V I ^i > ...(U.8)
and using equation (^.6) this becomes
Ti f  = r  < +f l v (G *  V ) “  I * .  > . . . ( I t . 9 )
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The first term in this expansion is known as the plane wave Born 
approximation and the cross-section becomes
d3a _ 2n o d m2 m |< * |v | A. >|2 . . . ( U . i o )
dS2, dS., dE ii6 k p 3 if I  d  o
The interaction V is treated as a perturbstion and the deviation of ij/+
from a plane -wave is taken to be negligible. The validity of this
(2T * ft)approximation is discussed in Messiah. * '
In a distorted wave treatment the potential is split into two 
parts and the Hamiltonian for the incident channel is written as
H. = H + V + V ...(lull)1 o od oc
where VQd represents the direct interaction of particle 0 with the 
particle forming the deuteron and Vqc the interaction of the proton with 
the remaining (A-2) target nucleons. The potential Vqc is chosen such 
that the solution of the problem with Vqc only is known
(IT + V )n+ = En+ ...(it.12)o oc
where n+ the distorted wave is given by
V  = i + £(G* V )“ * ...(U.13)XJt v vv»
The eigenfunction ip* o f the total Hamiltonian with the correct 
asymptotic behaviour is then given by
= n+ + E(G+ V ,)n tj+ ...(U.lU)n od
The transition amplitude in the distorted wave approximation is given
which can be reduced to
*  < vu I V  ,  Z (G+V  , ) n  | n t  > . . . ( U . 1 6 )if f ‘ od n od 1 1
By analogy with the plane wave Born approximation the first term of 
this expansion is known as the distorted wave Born approximation* The 
potential Vqc is usually represented by the optical potential and the 
distorted wavefunctions found numerically* However, with the intro­
duction of antisyrsmetrization it is difficult to see how the transition 
amplitude could be evaluated with non-analytic wavefunctions.
Returning to the plane wave Born approximation we will now 
show how the transition matrix can be expressed in terms of a system 
of relative coordinates. The unperturbed Hamiltonians for the initial 
and final states, equivalent to the Hq of equation (l*.l) are given by
H. = H. + T 1 A o
H_ a H + H, + T* + T , + T ...(1**17)f c d o d c
T , T^, Tj and Tq represent the kinetic energy operators for the
incoming and outgoing proton, the outgoing deuteron and the residual
nucleus respectively. The target nucleus is initially at rest in the
laboratory system. . Hfl, H and H, represent the Hamiltonians for the
A 0 CL
description of the internal wavefunctions of the target, the core and 
the outgoing deuteron. The momenta p , p^ and Q in the laboratory 
system are conjugate to the coordinates R , R, and R , where the 
coordinates are shown in figure (l*.l). In this coordinate system
the initial and final state wavefunctions in the plane wave approx­
imation are given as follows
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F i g u r e  4.1
Showing the re lat ive c o o r d in a te  system ^©r 
the (p»pd) e x p e r im e n t .  O re p r e s e n ts  the 
incoming proton and U the o r ig in  of  
c o o r d in a t e s  in th e  laboratory  system.
-'56
ik ,R ,—o —o .A d>. = e \b.Y i i
-ik*.R -<ik .R -ik .R , . ^, —o —o —a —3. —r —c a A— d. /i. ,p\
~ e e e ^f ^f ...(U.lb)
A A-2 d$£ » ~ represent the internal wavefunctions of the target ,
core and outgoing deuteron respectively, and, since the cluster model
wavefunctions are described in a relative coordinate system where the
centre of mass dependence has been separated out, are described simply
in a cluster model formalism. Using figure (h.l) the coordinates R^,
R, and R can be described in terms of the coordinate of the centre of 
— d  — c
mass of the target R and the relative coordinates R . and R.° —cm -oA —
R = R . + R —o —oA -cm
R, = gR + R —d —on
where
cm
~ A —  + 5cm .. .(U.19)
„ -
g ” A
Equation (1+.18) becomes
, ik .R . . ik .R6 —o —oA .A —o —cm= e . e
1 1
- % - 2 oA ,d,A-2
(pf * e e e e
and the expresssion for the T-matrix becomes
v T.^ = < ^  I ? V . U. > if Yf 1 j oj ,Yi
2
% - S ^  i^d-eR ' d . 2
= <e e e *f*f I ? v0<j I
ik .R B . t i(k -kf-k.,-k ).R
. . . (U .20 )
—o —oA ,A  ^e ip. >.
1
—o —o —d —r —cm e dR—cm
2
ik’.R . ik,.gR -ik .7-R . . _—o —oA —d —r A —  ,d,A-2 1 r „ 1as <e e e ip ip^ L V .f f j oj
e ^  > 6(k -k’-k,-k ) •.. (U.21)1 —o —o —d —r
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From the conservation of momentum we always have
k = k» + k, + k ...(If.22)—o —o • —d —r
Introducing the momentum transfer of the proton ^  » ^ o”^ o we can
express in terms of the momenta ^  kr* In terms of cj, equation
(U.22) "becomes
q = k. + k ...(*+.23)— —d -r
and for the T-matrix we have
ik*.R . iq.gR -ik .R , ft _ .. _m —o —oA «*> 6—  —r —  .d.A-2i r i ik .R AT. _ = <e e e ** V . —o -oA.Aif rfrf ‘ . o j 1 e if>. >
% ' 2 o A  d  A - 2  A  3 1
Je e ^Vo . *§*...(U.2fc)- J  • V
where ar is the internal coordinate of the deuteron and _£. represents the 
internal coordinates of the core. Thus we have derived an expression 
for the transition matrix in the plane wave Born approximation in a 
system of relative coordinates.
In plane wave approximation discussions of the angular 
distribution for the (p,pd) reaction the momentum distribution function, 
o(Q), is often introduced, and we will now show how this quantity arises. 
In a plane wave calculation it is common to calculate only the contri­
butions to the cross-section arising from the interaction of the 
incident proton with the deuteron cluster. Representing the inter­
nucleon interaction by a delta function, V . ** 6(R .) these two terms ■ ■ ‘ oj
can be simplified. R ^  and are shown in figure (*+.l) and are
given by
j+1
R ^ M g R + M - l )  ...(It.25)
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where j » 1,2.
Substituting the delta function interaction into equation (*+.2*+) and 
integrating over we have
T. = Z V
if • O
j+1i
+i e ' e * ali . . . (h .s6 )
2 r a  a o a i(-l) ■ ia*r ik .R , a , A-2 . A —  —r —
represents the internal coordinates of the residual nucleus. If 
the target is described by a cluster wavefunction in which one of the
clusters is a deuteron equation (*+.26) can be simplified further.
■ ■ ■ 6 '
Taking as an example the Li wavefunction which can be described by an
(a+d) cluster configuration.
■A .a ,d ad n
^i = ^i ^i i ...(^*2T)
ct d
^i 9 ^i rePreserrt ’t*ie internal wavefunctions of the alpha and deuteron
ad • • •clusters and the intercluster wavefunction. The overlap integral
given by
*fi
. A—2 , A , ~\b \p, d£.
f 1 -1
can be simply expressed as
• „ , d , otd
Y fi Y i y i
where C is a constant. Equation (*+.26) becomes
li(-l)J+1c|.r ( ik .R
T. . = V C .Z- 
if o j=l j
,d,d -  . f.ad ~-r-e dr h{m e dR
= 2V C F. (a) G(Q) ...(*+.28)
o if
As discussed in appendix 1, for the symmetric coplanar experiment at a 
given energy of incident particle and angle 0, where 0 is given by 
figure (Al.l), the recoil momentum £  and momentum transfer are fixed.
Thus the variation of T,. with angle is given by the dependence of 
equation (if. 28) on _q and Q. The variation of the mixed form
factor, with q is discussed for Gaussian wavefunctions by Jackson^^. 
Since F^(q) varies only slightly with q in the range of a covered by 
the 155 MeV results, the shape of the cross-section is principally
determined by |g (q )|2. If ij/a^ is an s-state the angular distribution
• • • otd • •will have a maximum at Q=0, but if ip describes a state for which the
angular momentum 1 4 0 then the angular distribution has a minimum at
6Q =s 0. In the cluster description of Li the intercluster wavefunction
has been chosen to be a 2s~state, and, in the case of a delta-function
interaction, the cross-section calculated using unantisymmetrized
wavefunctions and considering only the interaction with the particles
emitted as the deuteron has a maximum at Q = 0. The experimental
£
cross-section for the Li (p,pd) reaction has a maximum at Q = 0 as 
predicted by this simple calculation.
However with a cluster model description in which the target 
nucleus does not contain a deuteron cluster, no prediction can be made as 
to the shape of the angular distribution at Q = 0. Taking as an
•7
example Li , which is described by an (ct+t) cluster configuration, the 
initial state wavefunction is given by
^i s ^  29)
a .
and ^  representing the internal wavefunction of the alpha and
ct*fc *triton clusters and the intercluster wavefunction. The overlan
1
integral now becomes
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*fi =
,A-2 .a .t .at /i$ dg. ...(4.30)
i i i
. , 5 . j^p
writing the He wavefunction, \p , as a cluster wavefunction with an
(a+n) configuration we have
i|>“ tf<| i)-?1 dr dS dj^ ...(U.31)
5where 1S ‘kb15 coordinate of the neutron m  the He nucleus with respect
to the alpha cluster. The r-dependence of the overlap integral can he
separated out, hut the integrals in It and cannot he separated. This
.7means that the T-matrix for the Li (p9pd) reaction cannot he written in 
a form similar to equation (^.28) when the Li nucleus is described by 
an (a+t) cluster wavefunction. Thus we cannot make any prediction as 
to the shape of the cross-section even for the simple case of 
unantisymmetrized wavefunctions with the delta function interaction.
The calculation of the matrix element T. using fully1 X
antisymmetric wavefunctions is described in later chapters. However, 
it is convenient to point out at this point that since with anti­
symmetric wavefunctions any prcton-neutron pair can he ejected as a 
deuteron the interaction of the proton with all the target nucleons must
he considered and T.« is written asif
Tif - "♦f i X  %  1 *1 " - ( k -32)3 = 1  0
Also we emphasize that any simple discussion of the transition amplitude 
for the (p,pd) reaction in terms of G(Q) is not possible using anti­
symmetric wavefunctions since the separation of the integrals is not 
possible in the coordinate system used to describe the unantisymmetrized 
wavefunction.
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Before discussing the analyses of the (p,pd) reaction due to
other authors we will discuss briefly the impulse approximation. This
. , . x • , . • .(29,30,31)approximation is extensively used m  analysis of knockout reactions.
The plane wave impulse approximation for the transition amplitude can
he obtained by considering the following equation
"if “ < 'f’f I 1 <P > . . A h . 33)
j - i
where tf. denotes the effective two-bodv interaction. In the impulse oj
approximation this is replaced by the free two-body interaction,
Equation (U•33) becomes
T,*. = < <tv I ? t , |  4. > — (lx.3U)
If f J OJ 1
The usual practice in impulse approximation calculations is to separate
out from the transition matrix the transition amplitude for the free
two-body scattering and to write the cross-section for the (p,pd)
reaction in terms of the cross-section for the free (p-d) scattering.
This procedure, together with the assumptions implied, is discussed by
Jackson^^* cross-section for the Li^(p,pd) reaction in the plane
wave impulse approximation without target antisymmetrization is given by 
(3)Jackson and Elton as
,3 n • Ipd°a 9m P P-, u<> -12* (|£) |g(q) I
d ^  dQ2 dE 2fe2 pQ P~£
"S’. (0)"if^'
2
...U.35)
dowhere ( is the free p-d scattering cross-section, F(q) the form
factor of the deuteron and where G(Q) and F^(q_) have been defined 
earlier. This approximation treats the two-body scattering exactly
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to all orders in the potential and, since ( ^ / d Q ^ a  031 experimental
quantity, includes the exchange between the incident proton and the 
deuteron. However the use of the free t-matrix limits the contributions 
to the cross-section to terms in which the incident particle interacts 
with the particles emitted as the deuteron. Contributions to the 
transition amplitude from terms in which the incident particle interants 
with nucleons other than those emitted as the deuteron cannot be 
included in this approximation. The use of antisymmetrized wavefunctions 
introduces exchange terms and it is not obvious that exchange terms in 
which a deuteron is emitted by interaction with any of the remaining 
(A-2) nucleons are negligible. In the Bern approximation the inter­
action of the incident particle with all the target nucleons can be 
considered and the relative magnitudes of all the exchange terms found.
The Born approximation does not include incident-target exchange and 
thus in this approximation the effect of these terms and their variation 
with energy can be calculated explicitly.
& (2)
The data for the Li (p,pd) and Li^(p,pd) reactions reproduced.
6
in figure (7* T ) 9 have been extensively analjrsed. The Li cross-
.7section has a maximum at Q = 0, while the situation for the Li reaction
is not so clear. The principal feature of the results is the relative
6 . 7magnitudes of the Li and Li cross-secticns.
In a shell model analysis using harmonic oscillator wavefunctions
. . (5)
Sakamoto calculated the cross-section m  the W.K.B. approximation.
6He was able to fit the shape of the Li cross-section but not the
. .7absolute magnitude, being a factor of 7x too small. For the Li
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cross-section he obtained a fit to the magnitude of the cross-section and 
the distribution had a broad maximum at Q ~ 0. The small number of
experimental points together with their errors make a discussion of the
7 6shape fit for Li impossible. The Li calculation led Sakamoto to
suggest an (a+d) cluster structure for that nucleus.
•D • 4. ■. /30)Bergei et al. * describe shell model calculations 
.6of the cross-section for the Li (p,pd) reaction, in the plane wave 
impulse approximation. Using translationally invariant shell model 
wavefunctions they obtain an expression for the cross-section in terms
I
of the free (p-d) cross-section and the overlap integral of the residual
nucleus with the target. Using a fractional parentage expansion the
overlap integral is calculated. They obtain an expression for the
momentum transfer function, G(Q), and, normalizing the experimental
results to unity at Q = 0, compare the shape of the differential cross-
section with that of |g (q )|2. Discussion of the cross-section in terms
of |G(Q)|2 only neglects the dependence of the cross-section on F^(q),
which is equivalent either to the assumption that the overlap of the
free deuteron with the internal wavefunction of the particles emitted
as the deuteron in the target in relative coordinates is complete, or
that the interaction of the proton with the deuteron cluster is given
(32)
by a point interaction at the centre of rmss of the deuteron .
They then present the result of a calculation of G(Q) obtained by 
writing the wavefunction for the particles emitted as the deuteron in 
terms of relative coordinates and replacing the internal wavefunction 
by a Hulthen wavefunction. This curve has a smaller halfwidth than
-  6b -
that obtained with a pure shell model wavefunction and gives a closer 
fit to results. They were unable to make any fits to the magnitude 
since the calculations were performed in a plane wave approximation.
In the following chapters we will describe in detail 
6 T
calculations for the Li (p,pd) and Li (p,pd) reactions using anti­
symmetrized cluster wavefunctions. We know that with unantisymmetrized 
wavefunctions and a simple delta, function interaction cluster model 
calculations predict a maximum in the Li (p,pd) reaction at Q * 0, 
but that no simple argument can be made to predict the shape of the 
exchange terms.
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C&aptfer 5 - The Li (p»pd) reaction with,the inclusion of exchange 
“between the target nucleons.
In the previous chapter we derived an expression for the cross- 
section for the (p,pd) reaction in the plane wave Born approximation 
using unantisymmetrized wavefunctions, and we will now show how this 
expression can “be extended to include antisyrametrization with respect to 
the target nucleons. To evaluate the cross-section we must consider 
the transition amplitude, an& it will “be seen how, as in the
calculation of r.m.s, radii, the expression for the antisymmetric 
transition matrix is considerably simplified by the symmetries in the 
cluster model wavefunction.
The transition amplitude defined in chapter k can be written 
in the following way
Tif ” < Voji * i  > ...(5.1)
where, in the system of relative coordinates described by figure (iul),
the initial and final state wavefunctions are written as follows
1^ o*^oA .A9. = e ip.
_ -i^-SoA |A_2 d
Writing equations (5«2) in the coordinate system used to describe the 
6Li cluster wavefunction, given in figure (1.2), and relabelling the
coordinate as X g we have
ik ,X/- .—o “O ,AA. = e ip.
Yi l
-ik^.Xg i(kr-gil).x2
— Q  — o  — I’ —  — £  . u  fe *5 \<t>f » e e ij>f \fjf ,..(5.3)
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If the initial and final state wavefunctions are antisymmetrized with 
respect to the target nucleons the anti symmetrized wavefunctions, 
and can “be written as follows
ik .X
— o  — *
i "I J - —  1_• = N. e
-ik
j  , 1 (—v~£3)'I2 a-2 .d * / . >
ifx (e T|»- ) ...(5.^ )
where If. and N„ are normalization constants. The corresponding T-matrix 
i f  *■
can then “be written as
Tk S,- < *f I f Voj I ‘i *  ■ •*-(5-5)
.A.For the Li^(p,pd) reaction is given by the cluster model wavefunction 
for Li^ discussed earlier.
<|£ « **(12;3^56) x^l,2) x°(3,5) x°(^,6) ...(5.6)
•where y}kl,2) = I G.hdj.c^l 1*.m) Xi(l) X?(2)
°1»°2 “ 2
X°(3,5) = I  ( i . 5 ,d3,o5| 0,0) x^(3) x*(5)
03,05 2 2
and the spatial dependence of the vavdfunction is given by
^(12;3)456) = X§ exp(- £xf)exp(- $  BX?)exp(- £(X?+2Xf;+Xl) )
1 ‘ . . . (5 .T )
The initial state normalization constant IL is given by the normalization
. .  .6 . .for the antisymmetrized Li wavefunction and was evaluated m  chapter 2,
equation (2.27)
i> - - 1 L 5 L
i “ 2 H» ...(5.8)
where i
N! = < (1 - 2Pj3 + Pi3P2*t) + - I*- > 2
In the final state the residual nucleus is an alpha particle and the
A-2 .wavefunction can be written as follows
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i>f = *j(3U56) X°(3,5) x ° ( M )
where x°(3,5) = I (5,5,03, oj |o,0)xa^ (3)x,°5(5)
t « 5 5T 9 2 2
^3.^5
f J t
the dashed symbols 0 3 , a 5 being used to denote the spin magnetic quantum 
numbers in the final state
4^(3456) = exp(- |.(x| + 2X2 + X2) ) (5.10)
The internal wavefunction of the free deuteron is taken to be
« 9
(5.11)
where we have taken the spatial dependence of the wavefunction to be 
represented by a Gaussian
We will consider first the determination of the normalization 
constant for the final state wavefunction, where Up is defined by 
the following equation
As discussed in the determination of the normalization constant of the 
Li^ wavefunction, it is sufficient to antisymmetrize on one side of the 
matrix element only. The wavefunctions have been antisymmetrized with 
respect to the protons and neutrons separately and the antisymmetrization 
operator c k  is written as
The wavefunctions describing the free alpha particle and deuteron have 
been chosen to be antisymmetric with respect to exchange of nucleons
(5.12)
P n
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within the alpha or deuteron separately and so, as in chapter 2, we can
A t'■A, nnfl i/A.write the operators O K a d OV as followsp n
CA - f, (1 - Z*3 )
2
- ~*r (1 - 2P2lf) —  (5-1^)n 31
and equation (5.13) "becomes
^ w2<r'i op \ ( i  op \ ( ,A-2 .dvjTR%<\l-ZPl3){l-2P2k)\e ^
3! 3!
^f"2 ^ f > = 1 ...(5.15)
Considering the individual exchange terms separately and using the 
orthogonality of the spin wavefunctions, equation (5.15) can be simpli­
fied by a method similar to that used in obtaining equation (2.27), 
yielding
. -i(k -gq).X. -i(k -gq).X_
il2<(l-P13)(l-P21))(e r ■“ 2 <f>®(l2)4.J(3U?6)) |e r
3! 3;
*®(1 2)*®(3k56) > = 1 ...(5.16)
Giving the following expression for H 
/3! /SI
~ ...(5* 17)
where
-i(k -^).Xp
■-HJ = <(1-2P13 + P13P21,)(e r *®(12)*®(3U56) |
-i(k -gq).X„ „ I
e r 2 <|.®(12)^(3U56) > ...(5.18)
where we have used the fact that 
- Pl3<l>j(l2)<t'®(3!t56) = P21»<|>-|(12H®(31»56)
Substituting the equations for Ih and N into equation (5*^) the
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expression for the transition amplitude evaluated with antisymmetric 
wavefunctions can he written as
„A.S. _ 3! 3! ' % > !  , m, i ^ 0*^61 A
* i f  <e T * (e +f V I  f o j |e ® t V
i f
...(5.19)
Since the potential, E V is symmetric under exchange of targetj oj
nucleons, by an argument similar to that used in obtaining (2.5), equation 
(5*19) can be written as
JS..S. i! 3! , "—2 ,A-2 ,dllr „ , xSo’26 A
xf ^  V' i f
. . . (5 .20)
Since we will consider only potentials that are i-spin independent, we
can antisymmetrize with respect to the protons and neutrons separately,
and the antisymmetrization operator flA can be written as tA *  (iA
P n
Before antisymmetrization both the initial and final state wavefunctions
are antisymmetric with respect to exchange of nucleons within the groups
(l,2) and (3,^,59o) separately and thus the operators and c A  are
p n
given by equations (5.1*0. Substituting these expressions into
equation (5.20) we obtain
A Q n ik’OL: -gq) .X_ » _ .
T h  *= ~-i—  <e (l-2P13)(l-2P2I,)(e r 2 ^
N! N* i x
i f
ih »X/- «
IS v | e > ...(5.21)
Considering the different terms separately and using the orthogonality 
of the spin wavefunctions equation (5.21) can be simplified by using a 
method similar to that used in deriving (2.27), giving, for M = M 1,
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rrA* ^ • —
if (l-2P13+P13P21t)(6
If the magnetic spin quantum number of the free deuteron, M* is not
jA.S. = (D-g(l-E) + (g-E)) ...(5.23)
lf H! Hi
1 f
We will now show how the transition amplitude can be evaluated
where r ^  is the separation of the nucleons o and j• Such a simple
potential neglects the dependence of the two-body interaction on the
space, spin and i-spin exchange operators, which is necessary to fit
the free two-nucleon scattering data. However the inclusion of such
terms in the potential would greatly complicate the calculation and so
we have chosen the above approximate expression for the two-body
interaction. The parameters have been taken from the potential used 
( 9 )by Wildermuth , where
Since we" are interested in the shape of the cross-section and the 
relative magnitudes of the various exchange terms, the depth of the 
potential is not important. The dependence of the shape of the cross- 
section on the value chosen for y will be discussed later.
equal to that of the target, M, then = 0. The following notation
has been introduced
using a two-body interaction with a Gaussian shape dependence, given by
y = 0 . k l 6 f ~ 2 9 V =23.13 MeV o
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C o n s id e r in g  n o w  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  (3 3 -2 (1 -1 1 ) +  ( 2 - E ) )  a n d  
w r i t i n g  t h e  s p a t i a l  d e p e n d e n c e  o f  t h e  w a v e f u n c t io n s  a n d  t h e  f o r m  o f  t h e  
tw o - b o d y  i n t e r a c t i o n  e x p l i c i t l y  we h a v e  
( D - 2 ( l - E )  +  ( 2 - E ) )
- I v c
la o
( e  J C § e x p ( -  X f ) e x p ( -  — X ^ ) e x p ( -  ~ - (X ^ + 2X j+ X ^ ) )
-yr
oj ( ( 1 - 2 P 13 + P13P 2 ) e
4 3
-2L
e x p ( -  ^ X f ) e x p ( -  ~ - (X § +2X ^ + X | ) ) )  
dX  i . . .  &X e
...(5.2*0
T h e  c o o r d in a t e s  r^. c a n  b e  e x p r e s s e d  i n  te r m s  o f  t h e  X - c o o r d in a t e s
u s i n g  f i g u r e  (5  * 1 ) •  F o r  r  ,
a  —o j  w e b a v e
r
- o i
= Xg - lx. - 2•X 3 —2 ...(5.25)
a n d  s i m i l a r  e x p r e s s io n s  c a n  b e  o b t a in e d  f o r  t h e  r e m a in in g  U s in g
(5*32) t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  w i t h  p a r t i c l e  1  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
f o r m
- u r 2
=  e x p ( -  w :1 . X . . X .  ) . . . ( 5 . 2 6 )1 1J -1 -J
01
w x =
1 1 
k
T
given by
0 0 0 1-gy
0 0 0 2-75IJ
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
Vi ...(5.27)
The matrix is symmetric and only the upper triangle has been shown. 
Similar matrices, , can be obtained for the interactions with the
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osN.
and
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remaining target nucleons.
The effect of exchange on the final state wavefunction is to
introduce the coordinates X!, where X! ~ F?.X .
—i —i 13— J
and P1 = P13 , P2= P13P21(
The matrix representation of the operators P31 has heen discussed in 
chapter 2 and these operators are given in appendix 3.• Taking as an 
example the Pj3-exchange we can write
Pl3(exp(- i  Xf )exp(- £tX§+2Xg+x|).))» exp(- i  X}2)exp(- ^X^+axI^+x's2))
= exp(- b !. X..X.) ...(5.28)
10 ~i -1
where the. matrix B1 is given by
j(l 2 “+f e r) 0 0
| < § « + £ ? >  (I F ““|y) 0 0
b1 ™ j (I s “+ T?y) ( - f a ^ Y )  0 0
(ll “+ IF y ) 0 0
1 - 
IT a 0
°J
...(5.29)
where, since B1 is symmetric, only the top triangle ha,s heen given.
An expression for B2, corresponding to the effect of Pi3P2i+-exchange on
S q  ^ ■ m
^>^.(12)3^+56) can he obtained in a similar manner. We can now rewrite 
the single exchange term (l-E) in the expression (D-2(l-E) + (2-E)) in 
the following way
-  Ik -
(l-E) = I x|exp(iai.}C^)exp(i(k3;>-gai),P^s X^JexpC- X  xf )exp(-~BX|)
exn(-£(X§+2X;*+x|))exu("B}. X. .X.)exn(-tf?. X. .X.)dX,.. ,dX6 
- H i* 1:J —1 ~ 1  ~ 1,3 —1 —J ~  —
...(5.30)
The summation over n is for n = 1...6 and represents the contributions 
from interactions with each of the target nucleons. Introducing the 
diagonal matrix U, where
exp(-lxf)exp(-|-ex5)exp(--2.(X§+2X5+X^)) = exp(-Uii X p
we can write equation (5*30) as follows 
»
(l-E) = I Vq Xl exp(-A)? J^.XJexpfi^.XgJexpfi^-^.P^ . .dX6
...(5.31)
n
where A = U + B1 + W11
Similar expressions for the direct and double exchange terms can be 
derived, in terms of matrices Aon end A^n respectively. Integrals of
the type given by equation (5*31) can be evaluated by a coordinate 
transformation^hich diagonalizes the quadratic form A*1? X..X., so that- i,3 —i -j’
we have
C Aln C"1 = A and Y = C X ...(5.32)
The choice of a Gaussian form for the interaction means that even for 
interactions with particles 1 and 2 in the direct terms the matrix A 
is not diagonal and any separation of the X^-clependence of the integral 
to give the G(Q) function discussed in chapter b is not possible. At 
this point we would lihe to emphasize that the evaluation of the 
integral (5.3l) by the coordinate transformation defined by equations
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(5.32) is only possible with harmonic oscillator wavefunctions and 
plane waves. It is difficult to see how this technique could be 
applied either to calculations with wavefunctions with a more realistic 
asymptotic behaviour or to a distorted wave calculation.
An ALGOL code was written to evaluate the direct, single 
exchange and double exchange terms in the transition amplitude and hence 
the total cross-section as a function of Q. The calculation of the 
momentum transfer, he, as a function of recoil momentum., Q, is given in 
appendix 1. The details of the computation of the cross-section are 
given in appendix 2. Substituting the expression for the antisymmetric 
matrix element, (5*23), into the equation for the cross-section in the 
plane wave Born approximation we have
(D-2(l-E) + (2-E)
I! NL
i f ...(5.33)
,3 k? k
d3a 2tt o d o '“'N---------------- s —    m*- m r )
dQx dH2 dE k p1 L o if
n\
denotes the average over initial and sum over final states. The 
transition amplitude, given by (5.23), is only non-zero when the 
magnetic quantum number of the free deuteron, M f, is equal to the 
magnetic quantum number of the target, M, The potential is spin-
independent and thus, by using the orthogonality of the spin wavefunctions 
of the incident proton, the transition amplitude is only non-zero if the 
initial and final state magnetic spin quantum numbers for particle 0 
are equal. Thus the averaging over initial and summing over final 
states is trivial and can be ignored. In the case of incident- 
target exchange the situation is much more complicated.
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The different contributions to the transition amplitude 
resulting from interaction with the target nucleons should reflect the 
symmetries in the initial and final state wavefunctions and, as a 
check on the program the interaction with each of the target nucleons 
was treated separately. Denoting D^, (l-E)^ and (2-E)^ as the 
contributions to the direct, single exchange and double exchange terms 
respectively from the interaction of 0 with the i th target nucleon, the 
following terms in the transition amplitude are equal 
Di . » D2 , D3 = Di* = D5 = D6
(l-E)„ = (1-E)5 = (l-E)g
(2-E)j = (2-E)2, (2-E)3 « (2-E)i»» (2-E)s = (2-E)s
... (5.3U)
Using the parameters for Licorresponding to various degrees 
of clustering for a constant r.m.s. radius given in table 3.2, the 
angular distribution for the Li^(p,pd) reaction was obtained by varying
the recoil momentum Q, in the energy range 50 to ^00 MeV. The parameters
  ■ ^  —^
of the free alpha and deuteron were taken to be a = O.U33f and
-2■y « 0.196)+f respectively and were determined by taking the r.m.s. 
radius given by the wavefunction used to be equal to the experimental 
value. In the following discussion it must be remembered that 
increasing Z corresponds to increased clustering. Since the r.m.s. 
radius of the target has been kept constant any increase in Z implies 
a decrease in X, and the increased clustering is due to the deuteron 
becoming more tightly bound and to increased cluster separation.
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We have examined first the behaviour of the various matrix 
elements with both energy and clustering. The matrix elements add 
coherently to give a total transition amplitude and hence the cross- 
section. In order to determine which matrix elements are most impor­
tant the results for Q « 0 are considered first. In table 5*1 we
— Ppresent the matrix elements in arbitrary "units for a « O.U33f “ and 
Z = 1 at 155 MeV. Although as will be seen later, the relative 
magnitudes of the various exchange terms vary with both clustering end 
energy, the same terms always dominate. In the direct terms, Di and 
D2 are dominant, in the single exchange the (l-E)2 and (l-E)3 terns 
and in the double exchange the (2-E)3 and (2-E)i+ terms. These matrix 
elements can be represented symbolically in the following manner.
Dj = < 0; 12; 31*56 |V | 0; 12; 31*56 >
(l-E)2- < 0; 32; ll*56 |V | 0; 12; 31*56 >
(2-E),= < 0; 31*; 1256 |V | 0; 12; 31*56 > ...(5.35)
°3
where fo; 12; 3^5^> represents a state in which particles 1 and 2 form 
the deuteron and 3^56 the alpha cluster and the wavefunction is 
antisymmetrized within the clusters separately. Looking at the direct 
terms we see that the matrix elements corresponding tG the knock-out of 
particles 1 and 2 by interaction with these particles are the largest 
and that the probability amplitude for 1 and 2 to be emitted from 
interaction of the proton with the particles in the alpha is small.
This would be expected for a cluster wavefunction. With the single 
exchange terras it is the terms corresponding to interactions with the 
particles emitted as the free deuteron that are the largest and this
- 78 -
i D.1
(l-E).
l
(2-E).
1 95.25 0.156 -0.067
2 95.25 1.265 -O.O67
3 -0.012 1.265 20.98
k -0.012 -0.007 20.98
5 -0.012 -0.007 !< O.O85
6 ! -0.012
j
-0.007 0.085
.
TABLE 5.1
Showing the relative magnitudes of the terms in the 
transition amplitude resulting from the interaction of 
the incident proton with the i th target nucleon.
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is also true for the double exchange terms. One would expect the 
single and double exchange terms corresponding to interaction with 
particles in the alpha cluster that are unaffected by exchange to be 
small, but the relative magnitudes of the remaining exchange terms is 
not obvious.
The dominant single and double exchange terms correspond to a 
final state deuteron containing one and two nucleons from the alpha 
cluster respectively and we will now show the behaviour of these terms 
both with energy and clustering. In figures (5*2) and (5*3) we have 
plotted the ratios - 2(l-E)/D and (2-E)/D as a function of energy for 
various values of 2, where B = ID.. Plotting the single exchangei i
terms in the above way shows their effect on the total transition
amplitude more clearly. We will consider first figures (5*2) for
which the alpha cluster has the same r.m.s. radius as the free alpha
—2particle and a « 0.^33f • The contribution to the total matrix
element from single exchange is large at low energies and, as would be
expected, is greatest for slightly clustered nuclei. As the energy
increases the magnitude of the single exchange terms decreases, 
becoming very small at 155 MeV. For higher energies the single 
exchange contribution becomes positive and its behaviour is sensitive 
to the value of Z. For extreme clustering the single exchange 
increases only slightly with energy, however for small values of Z the 
exchange contributions increase, becoming larger than the direct terms. 
Since the single exchange terms correspond to matrix elements for the
knock-cut of one particle from the alpha cluster and one from the
- 80 -
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deuteron, it would be expected that for snail values of Z these terns 
would he largest. The principal feature of these results is the 
increase of the exchange terns for snail Z at high energies. This cen 
be thought of as due to the breakup of the alpha cluster for higher 
energies of incident particle. The double exchange results are also 
sensitive to clustering. At high energies we have the very large 
contribution from the (2-E) terms for small values of Z. This can he 
thought of again as due to the breakup of the alpha cluster in which two 
particles from the alpha are ejected leaving the remaining ^ nucleons to 
form the alpha particle. This process will depend on the intercluster 
separation and as can be seen from (5*1*a) only occurs for values of 
Z < 1.
Considering the two figures (5«2a) and (5«2b) together it can 
be seen that at low energies single exchange is important. At energies 
in the region of 100 MeV the single and double exchange terms tend to 
cancel each other out while at higher energies for low values of 
clustering the exchange terms predominate and for extreme clustering 
the direct terms are the most important.
—2For the results with a = 0.338f , where the alpha parameter
is given by the s--shell parameter of the harmonic oscillator shell model, 
the results show a similar trend. The a.lpha cluster is less tightly 
bound, having an r.m.s. radius greater than that of the free alpha.
Thus for a given Z the exchange effects should be greater; this is 
particularly noticeable for the Z ~ 1 curve in the single exchange.
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However we still have the large exchange contribution for small Z at 
high energies, and the cancellation of the single and double exchange 
in the 100-155 MeV region.
The effect of exchange on the shape of the cross-section is
determined by the behaviour of the exchange terms as a function of Q.
In figure (5*^) the contributions to the matrix element from the
D, -2(l-E) and (2-E) terms are plotted as a function of Q for a = O.H33f~^
Z = 0.5 at 50 MeV. The shape of the exchange terms as a function of Q,
is similar to that of the direct terms, and this is typical of the results
at higher energies, although the relative magnitudes of the exchange
terms vary. Thus any inclusion of exchange will have little effect on
the shape of the cross-section. In figures (5*5) and (5.6) the effect
of exchange on the cr^ss-section is shown by plotting the cross-section
normalized to unity at Q » o. The cross-section calculated with the
inclusion of antisymmetrization is calculated from equation (5*^1). In
these and the remaining graphs of cross-section in this chapter, the
cross-section calculated with the direct terms only includes matrix
elements arising from interaction with particles 1 and 2, Di and D2
and only the direct terms in the normalization constants 3Sf! and
have been included. Figure (5*5) shows the variation of the shape of
—2the cross-section with energy for a = 0.^33f and Z = 0.5* The effect 
of exchange is small only slightly altering the halfwidth of the 
distribution. As the energy increases the halfwidth of the distribution 
decreases. Since, from figure (A.1.2) a given interval in Q corresponds 
to a smaller increment in angle as the energy increases, this decrease
- 8U -
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in halfwidth with energy is nor© marked when the results are plotted as
—2a function of angle. Figure (5*6) shows the results for a = 0.338f
The variation of the effect of exchange with clustering is shown by the
two graphs at 100 MeV, one with Z = 0.5 and the other with Z - 1.6.
It can be seen that the effect of exchange decreases with increased
clustering, the halfwidth of the curve with exchange remaining the
same. This is typical of all the results. The remaining graphs for 
—2a * 0.338f show the shape of the cross-section at 300 and ^00 MeV 
for Z = 0.5* The comparison of the shape of the cross-section with 
experiment will be discussed later.
Although, as discussed in chapter U, calculations in the plane 
wave Born approximation cannot be expected to fit the absolute magnitude 
of the cross-section, the effect of exchange on the magnitude of the
cross-section is of interest. In figure (5*7) we present the absolute
—2 —2magnitude of the cross-section at Q = 0 for a = 0.1+33f ~ and a * 0.338f
as a function of Z for different energies. As would be expected, as 
the amount of clustering increases and the deuteron cluster becomes 
more distinct the cross-section increases, and the relative importance 
of exchange decreases. As discussed earlier in this chapter in 
connection with figures (5*2) and (5*3), between 50 and 100 MeV the 
total contribution of the exchange terms changes sign.
To show how the results are affected by the range-parameter 
chosen in the Gaussian internucleon interaction we have also calculated 
the cross-section for the Li (p,pd) reaction using an interaction of
- 88 -
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The computation of the cross-section with an interaction of this form 
is discussed in appendix 2 and here we present the results of such a 
calculation. As for the Gaussian interaction we have considered the 
shape of the cross-section by normalizing the results to unity at Q = 0.
In figure (5*8) we present the results for a = O.U33f and Z = 0.5, 
showing the effect of exchange. The distributions are broader than those 
obtained with a Gaussian interaction, figure (5*5), the effect of 
exchange is greater. As the clustering increases the effect of exchange 
becomes negligible, the halfwidth of the cross-section with exchange . 
remaining unaltered.
Comparison of the shape of the cross-section at 155 MeV for the 
two forms of interaction with experiment shows that some degree of 
finite-range interaction is needed. The Gaussian interaction tends to 
a delta function as p-**3 keeping Vo/p constant. Thus as p increases the 
cross-section calculated using a Gaussian interaction becomes broader.
The halfwidth of the cross-section calculated with exchange 
terms is independent of Z and consideration of the shape of the cross- 
section given by this simple analysis of the Li (p,pd) reaction gives
j 6
no guide to the clustering of the Li nucleus. However, since the 
inclusion of distortion can be expected to reduce the magnitude of the 
cross-section, consideration of the absolute magnitude of the cross- 
section provides some indication of the clustering. At 155 MeV the
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-2 -1experimental cross-section has a maximum value of 0,T+0*1 mb* str. MeV . 
and comparison of this value -with the calculated values of figure (5*7) 
suggests that the higher values of Z a,re more realistic. However, as 
will he discussed in chapter 9* the effect of distortion on the exchange 
terms may be greater than on the direct terns, making any discussion 
based on magnitude more difficult.
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C h a p te r  & “  C a l c u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  i n c i d e n t - t a r g e t  e x c h a n g e  te r m s  i n
.6
t h e  c r o s s - s e c t i o n  f o r  t h e  L i  ( n ap d )  r e a c t i o n .
F o r  r e a c t i o n s  o f  t h e  f o r m  ( p , p X ) ,  i n  w h ic h  t h e  i n c i d e n t  p a r t i c l e  
i s  a l s o  a  n u c le o n ,  t h e  w a v e f u n c t io n s  u s e d  i n  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  
c r o s s - s e c t i o n  s h o u ld  b e  a n t i s y m m e t r i c  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  e x c h a n g e  am ong t h e  
( A + l )  p a r t i c l e s .  I n  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  c r o s s - s e c t i o n  f o r  t h e  
L i^ ( p » . p d )  r e a c t i o n  d e s c r ib e d  i n  t h e  p r e v io u s  c h a p t e r  t h e  t a r g e t  e x c h a n g e  
t e r m s ,  a r i s i n g  f r o m  a n t i s y m m e t r i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  w a v e f u n c t i o n  w i t h  r e s p e c t  
t o  e x c h a n g e  b e tw e e n  t h e  t a r g e t  n u c le o n s  o n l y ,  a r e  i n c l u d e d .  I n  t h i s  
c h a p te i*  t h i s  c a l c u l a t i o n  w i l l  b e  e x te n d e d , t o  i n c l u d e  i n c i d e n t - t a r g e t  
e x c h a n g e ,  r e s u l t i n g  f r o m  a n t i s y m m e t r i z a t i o n  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  e x c h a n g e  o f  
t h e  i n c i d e n t  p r o t o n  w i t h  t h e  t a r g e t  n u c le o n s .  T h e  i n c i d e n t - t a r g e t  
e x c h a n g e  te r m s  w o u ld  b e  e x p e c te d  t o  d e c r e a s e  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  t a r g e t  
e x c h a n g e  te r m s  a s  t h e  e n e r g y  o f  t h e  i n c i d e n t  p r o t o n  i n c r e a s e s  a n d  i n  t h i s  
c h a p t e r  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  t h e  i n c i d e n t - t a r g e t  e x c h a n g e  te r m s  a t  v a r i o u s  
e n e r g ie s  w i l l  b e  i n v e s t i g a t e d .
A s  i n  c h a p t e r  5 ,  t h e  c r o s s - s e c t i o n  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  i n  te r m s  o f  a  
AS.t r a n s i t i o n  a m p l i t u d e ,  T ^  c a l c u l a t e d  w i t h  a n t i s y m m e t r i z e d  w a v e f u n c t io n s  
a n d  e x p r e s s e d  i n  a  r e l a t i v e  c o o r d i n a t e  s y s te m ,  w h e re
T^;S,= N. < I I V  .| cj). > ...(6.1)
i f  l  f  1 c j '
and A I K { *^6 a ,A-2\
88 cA, eA. ( e e ^  )
p  n  
i £ o * 2 6  .A  
-  e  h  '
6
T h e  i n t e r n a l  w a v e f u n c t io n s  f o r  t h e  L i  t a r g e t ,  t h e  f r e e  a lp h a  p a r t i c l e
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and the free deutercn, tje's 1 are given by equations (5-6). (5*9),
(5*11). The protons and neutrons are treated as distinguishable 
particles. In this chapter the proton antisymmetrization operator <5^ 
represents antisymmetrization with respect to the particles 0,1,3 and 5 
and is given by
(A = (l-P -P -P )(l_p _P ) ...(6.2)
P °1 03 °5 13 15
Since the initial and final state wavefunctions, and <f>^, are anti­
symmetric with respect to exchange of particles 3 and 5, equation (6.2) 
can be written as
cA = |, (l-p -2P )(l-p -p ) ...(6.3)
T> oi oj ■ ij is
Using equations (5«1^) and (6.3), the transition amplitude, equation (6.1) 
becomes
a o  •« ^ * 2 6  -lo
TVl = — —  <(1-P -2P )(1-P -P ) (1-2P ) (e e
1 H* N? 01 03 13 15 lh
i ‘f
4  I ? vni I e ^  ...(6.10X X  j Oj X
where the normalization constants and are given by
2
N! = < (1-P -2P )(l-P -P )(1-2P ) <f>.| > 2
1 Ol 03 13 15 2A 1 l n
111 = < (l-P -2P )(1-P -P )(1-2P ) <f>J <*>- > § ...(6.5)
f Ol 03 13 15 24 i ■ r
Using the orthogonality properties of the spin wavefunction of 
the individual nucleons the expression for the transition amplitude 
given by equation (6.10 can be simplified. Considering first the 
unnormalized transition amplitude, the following notation is introduced
<(l-P„ -2P )(X-P -P )(1-2P ) <|>- | E V . | 4. >
Ol 03 13 15 24 f  j OJ 1
* T° - T°x - 2T°3 ...(6.6)
-  9^ -
The three terms, TP, T01 and T°3, in the above equation will now be 
considered separately.
The first tern in equation (6.6), TP, is simply the contribution
to the transition amplitude resulting from antisymmetrization within the
target nucleus only and has been evaluated in chapter 5•
n ik* .X/- -i(k -gci).X
= <e ~ °  ( l - 2P13+P i3P2it) (e  r  “  4®(l2)4®(3it56))| ? V .|
I I J
e ^ ' * 6 ♦®(12S3U56) > ...(6.7)
3T is independent of a , o', 11 and ’1', the spin magnetic quantum numbers
of the incident and outgoing proton and the deuteron cluster and the free
deuteron, and is non-zero if a - a* and M =9 o o
The second term in equation (6.6), To1, can be written as
follows
T°x = < P (1-2P )(l-2P )4 . I I V . I <!>• >
°1 13 2<+ *3 5 ...(6.8)
since
< P P <*>. | E V .| 6.> = k P P <f>J Z V .| A. >
©I 13 f j oj 1 oj 15 f1 j oo! l
Substituting for and from equations (5.6), (5*9) and (5.11), the
first term in equation (6.3) becomes
<Poi*fl f V oj ^ i > = }  f ^  > a l >a 2 I1 *11)
a l>a 2
g * a! dl ik».X^ - i ( k - S 3 M  -
r <Xi°(l)X1- (O)Xi (2)Pn (e e r <j>®(l2)
£ 2 2  Ol 1
0 G, Gn X
<£(31(56)) | ?V .|x,°(0)X1h)X1f2)e ~°,-V(l2;3l(56):
1 j  °<3 2 2 . 5  1
...(6.9)
where the integration over the spin coordinates of particles 3,^,5*6
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has already been performed,. Using the orthogonality of the remaining 
spin wavefunctions (6.9) becomes
< V f  *1 %  = 02
ikf .Xy. -i(k -gq).X L^s*X/;
< F o l ( e ~ ° ~ 6 e r <Ji®(12)<}'®(31(56))|^  vcjle
£(l2;3l(56)> ...(6.10)
The other terms in equation (6.8) can be simplified in a similar manner 
giving
T0l=l (i,J,d!,o2|l,M)(J,l,a ,az|l,I.?)
2 ik’?X, -Hi -gq).X.
<P0j(l-Pl3)(l-P2i()(e ~ °  e r *®(l2)<|>®(3l*56))|JV0jl
ik X
e ~° ~^ <J>?(l2;3fc56)> ...(6.11)
From the above expression it can be seen that To1 is non-zero if
a + M = a* + M* and, unlike the TP term, the TCl term does not vanish o o
if ^ cr^ . Thus incident-target exchange introduces contributions to 
the cross-section from terns in the transition amplitude for which the 
spin magnetic quantum numbers of the incoming and outgoing protons are 
not equali
The T°3 term is given by
T°3 = < P (l-P -P )(l-2P ) f_ | I V .| 4. > ...(6.12)
03 13 15 2 <* f j OJ 1
where the contributions to the above expression from exchanges Pi 3 and
Pi5 are not equal. Using a method similar to that used to obtain the
expression for T01, the terms in (6.12) involving Pq can be written as
ik'.X, -ifk -g q ).X
<P (1-2P )<!> |S V .|*.> = i<P (1-P M e  “° ~ * e  r 2 £(12)
03 Zh t  j OJ 1 °3 2<* r
«®(3U56)) |e VQj|e ~ < 1 2 j3U56) >
3 ...(6.13)
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The above expression is independent of a ,a^ ,I£ and M* and is non-zero
if a = a* and M = M*. The terms involving P and P can be simplified
0 0  13 15
to give
<Po,P1,(l-2P2‘*)<>fl ? Voi I “ 1 H M , a ; , a 2 |l,I.t)(U,o0,a2 M ' )3 13 j J
ik’.X^ - -i(k -gq).X
<P P (l-P )(e “° e "*■ 2£(l2)£(3l(56))
°3 13 2<* f f
| ? V .| e ^ ' -6 £(12; 3k56)> ..A6.lk)
' 3 oj' yi
and
<P°3P15(:L'2P2<()<!’f'1 j ’oj1*!*
°2
(i.l.o ,-o„|0,0)(i,l,o’ -o' |0,0) <P„ P (1-P )O o o O* 03 15 24
ik’.X^ -i(k -ga)*X_
(e ~0 e ~ r “^ ( I S ) ^ ! ^ ) )  | I Voj|
ik .X^
e <{>!(12; 3^56) > ...(6.15)
The two above expressions are non-zero if a + .13 - a* + VP and therefore *  0 0
yield contributions to the cross-section for which o q  ^ a \  Equations 
(6.5) can be dealt with in a similar way to yield expressions for N/ 
and N ».
The expression for the cross-section for the (p,pd) reaction 
in the plane wave Born approximation is given by equation (U.T ) which 
will be rewritten in the following form
adcr 2tt ko kd „2 1 I I mA.S.
dft, dQ9 dE = W  k p m d f  a ,H af,M* if1 2 p O x O’ O9 ...(6.l6)
The transition amplitude derived using wavefunctions that are anti­
symmetric with respect to exchange among the (A+l) nucleons, unlike that 
of the previous chapter, is dependent on ao,cr^ ,IIand . Thus the
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evaluation of the cross-section using equation (6.l6) is not trivial 
and will be considered next.
Combining equations (6.7), (6.11), (6.13), (6.1*f) and (6.15) 
the total transition amplitude is given by
T^;S* = <(l-P13-P )(l-P24)^| S V '.U? >if 03 ZH/yfl j oj'rx
a2
|z V .1 if>! >
+ 2^(?,J,-.ao,a2|l^)(lJ,-a^,a2|l^!,)(i,l,ao,-ao |0,0)
(»,».o;.-a;io,o) <po3Pi5(i-p2n ^  i p o .| * l > ...(6.17)
where -ik'JO i(k -gq).X
= e -o -6 e r 2 ^s(l2) 0s(3l(56)
ik .X,
= e ^(125 3U56)
Considering the transition amplitudes of the different initial states 
separately we have 
For aQ “ 1, M * 1
T. * < P1 i>*l | Z V .| \ljf > ...(6.18)if rf 1 j oj1 ’1
where the following notation has been introduced
p 1 = ( i - p ) ( i-p )d-p )
Ol 03 13 2 *f
For o0 « - I , M = 1
T.f = < (px+ J2 ? 2 ) 4® |r voj|v<? > ...(6.19)
where
,2 _ ( ^ - D  I'D  ^d ( t> n  ^N (n_ t> ^
and on substituting the above expressions into equation (6.l6) we hai
l ^ f  I?d3a
aft* d^2 dE
P
2 tt k* k, ra2 m. o a p a
3fi6 k
21
IV.1 H ]2 
1 f
<(p1+/2 p2H®| ? voj|-;!>
<(P1- P2)»|»f I? V .|ih>
J 0,1
m  h *a f ...(6.21)
An ALGOL code, described in appendix 2, was written to compute 
the cross-section from equation (6.21). The two-body interaction was
represented by the Gaussian of chapter 5, equation (5 * 30)• The wave-
.6 .function parameters for the Li -ravefunction, chosen to give an r.m.s.
radius of 2.^1f, are tabulated in chapter 3. The parameters for the " 
free alpha particle and deuteron, as in chapter 5, were chosen to give 
the experimental r.m.s. radius for these particles. The cross-section 
was then evaluated as a function of Q for energies of the incident 
proton in the range 50-155 MeV.
As would be expected the effect of incident-target exchange is 
strongly dependent on the energy of the incident proton. At energies 
of 100 MeV and over the inclusion of incident-target exchange does not 
alter the shape of the cross-section and has a very small effect on the 
absolute magnitude. At 100 MeV, for a » Oj433f*"<~, Z « 0.5, the 
difference between the cross-section calculated with and without the
incident-target exchange terms is of the order of 1 % 9 and this difference 
decreases with increasing energy and clustering. At lower energies the 
effect of including incident-target exchenge terms is dependent on 
clustering and for weakly clustered nuclei alters both the magnitude 
and shape of the cross-section.
In figures (6.1a) and (6.1b) the relative magnitudes of the
various exchange terms in the transition amplitude at 50 MeV are shown
by plotting, in arbitrary units, the matrix elements involving incident-
target exchange P and P as a function of 0, for wavefunction oi 03 •
parameters a = 0.1*33f , Z = 0.5* For the purpose of comparison the
direct term in the target exchange contribution to the transition
g I t s
amplitude, D * < | I V  . |i|k > indicated by the broken line, is
drawn on both graphs. The curves showing the contributions from the
various incident-target exchanges are labelled by the permutation
occuring in the matrix element. Figure (6.1a) shows that, even at 
50 MeV for a weakly clustered nucleus, the contributions to the tran­
sition amplitude from terms involving the permutation P^ are small.
While from figure (6.1b) we see that the term arising from the exchange 
P will significantly contribute to the cross-section, altering both 
the magnitude and shape. The P term can be written symbolically in 
the following way
PQ3 = <3; 12; 0U56 | Z V Q . | 0; 12; 3^56 > ...(6.22)
and the shape of the P curve is due to the interference of the two sets
03
- _ 6 
of terms l(p ) + (P ) j and . (P ) . The terms R p ) +(P ) I
■ 0 3  i 03 2' 03 j 03 x 03 2
resulting from the interaction of the incident proton with the nucleons
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emitted as the deuberon have the sane shape as the direct terms; while 
6
the terms .Zi (P ) have a minimum at Q. = 0 and a maximum at Q * 160 
°3 j
MeV/c. This maximum, the magnitude of which decreases with increasing 
clustering affects the shape of the angular distribution.
In figure (6.2) the matrix elements resulting from exchanges
represented by operators P1 and P2, defined by equations (6.18) and
—2
(6.19), are plotted as a function of Q for a = 0.ij-33f , Z = 0.5 and
Z = 1.0. To indicate the effect of incident-target exchange the 
transition amplitude resulting from target exchange only is plotted with 
a full line on both graphs. As Z increases the shape of the P1 curve 
tends to that of the curve representing the transition amplitude due to 
target exchange only.
Finally in figure (6,3) the cross-section, normalized to unity 
at Q = 0, with and without the incident-target exchange terms is plotted 
as a function of Q for a =* 0.1*33f~^ , Z = 0.5 and Z « 1.0 at 50 MeV. The 
second maximum for large values of Q, which decreases in magnitude as 
the clustering increases, is due to the interference between- the target 
and incident-target exchange terms in the transition amplitude. For 
strong clustering the maximum in the cross-section at Q * 160 MeV/c 
disappears at 50 MeV and the only effect of the inclusion of incident- 
target exchange is to decrease the magnitude of the cross-section.
Table (6.1) gives the magnitude of the cross-section at Q = 0 with and 
without the incident-target exchange terms for various wavefunction 
parameters.
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only. . 
in mb. str~". MeV"*
X-section with 
incident target 
exchange ? ^ 
in mb• str~ ~• MeV~
0.5 228 97*9
1.0 hj8 3k0
1.6
.
582 b6o
£
Table 6.1. Cross-section for the Li (p,pd) 
reaction, calculated with and without incident- target 
exchange terms at 50 MeV.
r  ' -
It can be seen that the inclusion of incident-target exchange at 50 MeV 
decreases the magnitude of the cross-section, the effect being most 
marked for weak clustering.
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Chapter 7
•7
7*1. The Li (p,pd) reaction
The calculations of the differential cross-section for the
7Li (p ,pd) reaction described in this chapter include exchange between
the target nucleons only. The inclusion of incident-target exchange
although possible would be complicated and considerably increase the
computation time. In the previous chapter we discussed how the
Li (p,pd) results were modified by the inclusion of incident-target
exchange. From the conclusions of this chapter we would expect the
.7antisymmetrization of the wavefunction in the Li (p,pd) reaction with 
respect to the incident proton to affect the magnitude and shape of the 
cross-section only for weakly clustered wavefunctions a,t energies of 
the incident particle below 100 MeV*
As in chapter the cross-section in terms of a matrix
. . . . A.S. .
element derived from antisymmetric wavefunctions, T ^  is written as
»
I t . *  I2 ( T . D
d3o _ 2tt ko kd 2 Q  1tA*S#
rio flv ~ ^  k mp md 0  ' ifdfL dfk dE o ■ . -
1 2  if
where T^*°* = < $ I E V . | <3>. > if f 1 j oj 1 1
the wavefunctions $ and are antisymmetric with respect to exchange
amongst the target nucleons and can be expressed in terms of the
coordinates X^...X^, where coordinates ^...X^ are given in figure
(l.2.b) and X^ is the coordinate of the incident proton, particle 0,
with respect to the centre of mass of the target
- 106
P n
Ik and N represent normalization constants and the coordinate of
the deuteron with respect to the He^ core, is given in terms of 
X-coordinates as follows
Sac = T5 4  + H s
The target wavefunction, is taken to he the cluster wavefunction
•7
for Li given in chapter 1.
- 0^ j I(l>l,o2 ,M||,M.)<>*(i23;l(567)x°(l,3)x”2(2)x°(1*,6)x°(5,7)
0/- I (I I n n In ...(7*3)where X.(l*3) = L (§,§,<^,0 ]o 0)xj(l)x ,(3)
° i * 3 1 6  1 1
and ^®(123; A1567) = Y^(X3)exp(-y(^ + ^ Xg))exp(-|i3x|)
exp(- % ( x l  + 2X^ + x|))
M denotes the magnetic quantum number of the angular momentum of the
triton cluster relative to the alpha. M is the total magnetic quantum
.7 . . . .  . .
number of the Li wavefunction. N., the initial state normalization
1
. . .7constant, is simply the normalization for the antisymmetric Li wave­
function evaluated in chapter 2
1 2 N7 ...(7.It)
1
where = < (l - 3Pii+ + 3PiifP25 "* pl«+I525p36)(*)£ !$£ >
The internal wavefunction of the free deuteron is taken as
where <f>^ (l2) = exp{- ^  X^)
represents the spin magnetic quantum number of the i th particle in 
the final state. The residual nucleus is described by the cluster 
wavefunction for He''’ discussed in chapter 1.
= 0J M, *®(3; it567)x?5(3)x°(lt,6)x°(5,7)
where c » ♦ 1*7 c\
:>,6) m-l (i,l,0 j,aj|o 0)x^(!t)x^(6) 
sj.aj 2 s
M * represents the magnetic quantum number of the angular momentum 
wavefunction describing the motion of the neutron with respect to the
CT g
alpha cluster, and M|,- • magnetic quantum number of He . <{>^ (3; b'jS'j)
is a function of coordinates X^, X<_, Xg and R_* ,where 131 ,the coordinate 
of particle 3 with respect to the alpha, can be expressed in terms of 
X-coordinates as follows
R' = ~ ! X g  + £3 ...(7.7)
4>®(3; 1+567) = R ’ r ’ (R’)exp(- j  6H,2)exp(- |-(x| + 2X® + Xg)) ...(7.6)
The normalization constant H is defined by the following equation
0 ik’.X- I I -i(k -gq).R, . ik*.X_ -i(k -gq).H,,t2 —o —7/»i ;\r —r —dc ,d ,A-2vi -o —7 —r ~  —dcHf < e {Al>i(e ihf  \bf ) |e e
P & r? A P
> = 1 ...(7.9)
Substituting for the initial and final state wavefunctions,
5m and in the expression for we have
. n ik®.X_ | | -i(k -gq).R^ . A _ ik .X
i k  = NiNf < e ~° e 4 t ( e  r -ao^  ^ ) | ?  v ,| e 7 Ai r i t  p n  i i j o j  i
. . .(7.10)
where the antisymmetrization operators in the initial state can be 
omitted, since the potential E is symmetric under exchange of .
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target nucleons. Equation (7-10) can now be simplified using the 
S3Tnmetries of the cluster wavefunctions. The initial state wavefunction 
is antisymmetric with respect to exchange within the alpha and triton 
clusters separately, while the final state wavefunction, before the 
action of the antisymmetrization operators, is antisymmetric with respect 
to exchange within the alpha cluster and free deuteron separately.
This means that before antisymmetrization the transition amplitude is 
antisymmetric with respect to exchange within the groups of particles 
(1,2) and (H,596,7) separately, and the antisymmetrization operators for 
the protons and neutrons, cA and ik, can be written as
Although the transition amplitude is not antisymmetric under exchange 
of particles 1 and 3, the antisymmetrization operator for the neutrons 
can be simplified by considering the symmetry of the initial state.
The transition amplitude can be written symbolically as
P n
• • • (7.11)
where |(ij)> denotes a wavefunction that is antisymmetric under exchange 
of i and j•
« - <(0; 32; 1; U567) |rv . | (0;123;1»567)>
= -<Pi3(0; 12; 3; U5671?V .|(0;123;it567)>u t^j
...(7.12)
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Thus the. operator {y\ can he written as 
K n
n S *" ” 2?36 + ...(7*13)
Substituting for cA and iA in equation (7.10) for the transition
P n
amplitude we have
ik* .X
Ti f S ‘ =  j ’i l T ' -V f  <e - 0 *“ 7 ( l - 2 P 2 5 )U -2 P li* -2 P 3 6 +P lifP 36 )
d ,A-2\ | . „ | XV - 7  - A
(e *f*f )I ? 0jI V
...(7.1U)
Substituting for (fi* and iy i  in equation (7.9) N. becomes
P n 1
N = ffl-ffi. ...(7.15)
f 2 N *,
where
ik*.X_ -i(k -gq).R_ * a o
lVf = <e ~° T(l-2P25)(l-2Piif-2P36+Pli+P36)e V f "  ’
ik*.X7 -i(k -gq).H a a o  %
|e e S p j r *  > ...(7.15)
' f f
Substituting (7.15) and (7.^) into (7.1*0 we obtain
a * n ik’.X- — i — Scl) A  A o
’’i f s v r W < e ~ °  T(l-2P25)(l-2I’m-2P36+PmP36)(e r V'f" 5
7 f ik #x
15 V . | e ““° “"7 > ...(7.16)
Using the orthogonality of the spin wavefunctions equation (7*16) can
be simplified, the method being similar to that used in chapter 2.
Considering as an example the P25—exchange term in (7«l6), the following
expression can be obtained
ik».X_ a a o ,  , ^ - ± 7  t—o —7 _ / —r —etc ,a , A—^ \ _ ,r o — f ,k
<e ^  P25(e ^f )| 2 le ^  >
J
= |  I  ( J , i , a i ,o 2|0 0)(5,l»o2^ | | j l i ) ( l ,? ,o i ,a 2 | l j i d)
a1,a2,M^l'
ik^.X7 -1(k -g£).R
(1.1,-ai^’ lf»MJ < e Tp25(e r ac<}>®(3.2)3
Sv . I e1-0 -7 | (123; 1*567) > ...(7.17)
J ' TL
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Treating the other exchange terms in a similar manner equation (7*16) 
can he written as
A.S.T?if
7 f
£ (ijijCx ,02 |o 0) (i ,l9a2*^  ^ »ai *a 2
o ik?-2.7
(J,l,-a1#M» |— ,Mf) <e ~"° (l-2Piif-P36+2PiitP36+Pli+E25-p14p25p36)
al sa2
-i(k -gq).R, ik .X„
(e r “dc *®(12)*®(3S U567)) | s Voj| e 74>|(123; 1*567)>
...(7.18)
The following notation has been introduced
,pA • S • 1
lf K_
I (l,l,ox,c2 10 0)(l,l,O2,Ij||,J-l-)(l,5,ai,n2 |l,IL)
) (D-2(l-E1)-(l-E2)+2(2-E1)+(2-E2)-(3-E))
...(7.19)
The fs.ct that the final state wavefunction is not antisymmetric, under 
exchange of particles 1 and 3 gives rise to the two distinct single and 
double exchange terms.
In equation (7«l) the cross-section is expressed as a function 
of the transition amplitude; however, unlike the Li (p,pd) reaction, 
the averaging over initial and summation over final states is not
trivial. The orthogonality of the spherical harmonics in the wave-
. 7 5  . . .functions for Li and He means that the transition amplitude is non-
zero' only if M ® M T. We will now introduce the quantity T %  where 
H * 1, 0, -1 and T1 is defined by the following equation
T1 = D-2 (1-EX) - (1-Eg) +2 (2-Ex)+(2-Eg) - (3-E )J ^  ... (7.20)
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M
To obtain an explicit expression for the cross-section in terms of T ,
equation (7.l) is rewritten to show the effect of ^  more clearly
2Trk’k - m “ rn j r 0
■ J  Ol*„2( i . i . " i . ° 2 lo o ) ( l , i ,o 2lH| | j i i )
n/l2m. 0l>°2 - 1o f ?7 1 m
2
(5 .5 .01,02 |l»Ma) (1,1.-01 »M if»Mf )7*!
1 -1since T = T this can be written as
d3a
2■rrk’k^ m ~m
£....arP, j-. J1 a i , 0 2 ( l  9l > a l9 a 2 I0 0)( J ,1,0! ,M )-.-r • O -r-r O M • ,  ^ C. i.
I
da diL dE h6k N’2N 2  Mi f,.j=l,0 
o f 7
(J, 1 9oi ,02 11 »Hd) (2 ,l»-cri 2*Af
...(7.21)
Evaluating the inner sum in the above equation, denoted in what
I ,
follows by ai 02 ( 
11*1,0
i 2
3 1), for = —  and ^  separately we have
I
0i902
M=1,0
CTl,o2 
11=1,0
= ( - - i JT1 
S E 2
£
01?02C )- Oj.02 (iJ,O!,o2|0 0)(i,1,a2Ji.|f,|)(l,i,<Ji,o2|l^ )
. . .(7 .22)
n =i,o M.-1, 0
2 2
= |(>^ -l)T° + f(l - J E ) T ...(7.23)
Substituting (7.22) and (7.23) into equation (7.2l) gives
K  — c . i. ^ i
s z  2 3
...(7.2*0
d30 7Tk*k m£ m_ o d r> a
d“l dS22 “ O f f
An ALGOL code was written to compute the cross-section for
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• 7the Li (p,pd) reaction as a function of Q using equation (7.2V), The
transition amplitudes and T° were evaluated by a method similar to
6
that used in chapter 5 for the Li (p9pd) reaction. Details of the
5program are given m  appendix 2, The choice of parameters for the He
—  —2
wavefunction is discussed in chapter 3, the values used being a ® 0• ij-33 f ", 
-  -28 » 0,2771 f • As m  chapter 5 the free deuteron parameter was taken
"" = —2 . .7to be y ~ 0.19 6 k f * The various Li parameters used correspond to
a nucleus with an r,m.s. radius of 2.36f5 and have been determined in 
chapter 3. The potential parameters were the same as those used for 
the Li calculation.
As for the Li^(p,pd) reaction the contributions to the transition 
amplitude from interactions with the seven target nucleons were calculated 
separately. The symmetries in the spatial part of the wavefunction lead 
to the following equalities in the transition amplitude
D1 = D2 ’ Dlt = D5 = D6 = D7 
(l-E1^5 = = 1^-Es h  = 1^_E2^ 1t = (1-E235 = 1^-E2^7
(2-E1)1 = (2-E^Jg, (2-E1)u » (2-E1)5, (2-E.^g » (2-E.^, (2-E,,)5 = (2-Eg)^ , 
(3-E^ = (3-E)2 , (3-E)u = (3-E)5 ...(7.25)
where (3-E)^ denotes the contribution to the treble exchange term in 
the transition amplitude from the interaction of the incident proton with 
the i th target nucleon. These equalities provide a possible check on 
the program and were observed in the results.
The differential cross-section as a function of Q has a maximum 
at Q = 0, and to show the relative importance of the various exchange
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terms in the transition amplitude we discuss first the results for Q=0.
o 1Tahle 7*1 shows the contributions to the matrix elements T and T at
—2155 MeV for X = 0.5 and a= 0.1*33 f ', in arbitrary units. At lower 
energies the differences between the magnitudes of the various terms 
become less marked and it is not possible to say that any particular 
terms are dominant. However at 155 MeV and higher energies, for all 
values of clustering, although the relative magnitudes of the various 
terms alter the same terms dominate the transition amplitude. Writing 
the various exchange terms symbolically we have
Di = <0; 12; 3; 1*567 |Voi| 0; 123; 1*567>
( W S P i - A O 1*2; 3; 1567 | Voi | 0; 123; i*567>
(1-Vi = <0; 12; 65 1*537 i Voi | 0; 123; 1*567>
(2-El). = <0; **5; 3; 1267 |Voi| 0; 123; 1*567>
1!CM
pq1CM <0; 1*2; 6; 1537 | Voi | 0; 123; 1*567>
(3-E). » 
1 <0; **5; 6; 1237 | Voi | 0; 123; l+567>
The (l-E.,) terms correspond to the contribution to the transition
amplitude from a process in which the outgoing deuteron consists of a
particle from the alpha cluster and a particle from the triton cluster 
7
of the Li nucleus, and the other exchange terms can be similarly 
interpreted. From table 7*1 it can be seen that at 155 MeV the 
dominant terms in the matrix element are those in which the proton 
interacts with the two nucleons that are emitted as the deuteron. For 
example in the three-exchange contribution (3-E)^ and (3-E)^ dominate. 
Although and D^, the only terms usually calculated, are the largest 
at 155 MeV, some of the exchange terms are of the same order of
- llU *
i D.l (l-E,), (l“E2}i (2-El}i (2- V i ' (3-E)i
1 83.78 0.29 -I6.7I* -0.1* 1.19 -o.oi*
2 83.78 if.1*5 -16.71* -0.1* 10.82 -0.0l*
3 1.2 -0.89 -0.31 0.89 0.75 0 . 1 b
b 0.31 -28.95 0.33 21.36 -3.23 -22.1*6
5 0.31 -0.1*2 0.33 21.36 -1.8 - 2 2 . bG ■
6 0.31 -0.1*2 -O.85 0.63 3 . 1 b 0,01
7 0.31 -0.1*2 0.33 0.63 -1.8 0.12
Table 7.1a. M = 0
i D,1 (1-Ej. 2 1 ! (2-E^ (2- V i
(3-E).
1 3^.85 0.2 -5.1*2 -0.01 -0.37 O.Ol*
2 3^.85 8.8 2 -5.1*2 -0.01 -2.38 0 . 0 b
3 0.36 0.26 -o.oi* -0.07 -0.23 0.16
b -0.17 5.15 0.03 15.35 -7.8 -U.87
5 -0.17 0.09 0.03 15.35 -0.71 -if. 87
6 -0.17 0.09 0.02 1 0.1U -0.36 -0.09
7 -0.17 0.09 0.03 O.lH -0.71 J -0.03
Table 7* lb M = 1
M
Both tables show the contributions to the transition amplitude (T i 
from the interaction of the incident proton with the target nucleons, 
in arbitrary units, at Q = 0.
a = O.U33f“2, X = 0.5, Eq = 155 MeV.
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magnitude and should not be neglected.
To show the behaviour of the exchange terms with energy,
in figures (7.1) and (7*2) the ratios of the sum of the contributions
from interactions with the target nucleons for each exchange to the
direct term for M = 0 have been plotted as functions of energy. The
M = 0 and M ” 1 terms have been plotted on separate graphs. The
exchange terms in the transition amplitude add coherently to form the
total transition amplitude in the following way jD - 2(l-E^) - (l-E^)
+2(2-E1) + ^-E^) “ (3-E)] . To show the effect of the exchange terms
on the total matrix element more cleanly the ratios plotted in figures
(7.1) and (7.2) have been multiplied, by the appropriate constants.
The results in figure (7.1) were obtained with a= 0.1*33 f~2, X = 0.5
and those in figure (7.2) with a ~ 0.1*33 f~2, X = 0.8. Since
decreasingrvalues 6f X d„enotP increased clustering the results in
figure (7*l) are for a, more strongly clustered wavefunction than those
in (7.2). Considering first the M * 0 graphs, at low energies
6the graphs for X = 0.5 and X - 0.8 are similar. As in the Li (p,pd) 
reaction, the exchange terms corresponding to a deuteron composed of 
one nucleon from each of the clusters in the target are negative. As 
the energy increases these terms become positive. At high energies 
the exchange contributions for X = 0.8 increase with energy. While 
for strong clustering where the clusters are more distinct the exchange 
terms decrease with energy, although at 250 MeV they are certainly not 
negligible. The M ~ 1 results are also dependent on clustering.
For strong clustering all the M * 1 terms including the direct term are
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small at 250 MeV, while for X = 0.8 the (2-E^ term increases, becoming
greater than the M = 0 direct term at 250 MeV. From figures (7«l) and
(7.2) we see that at 50 MeV the total exchange contribution to the
transition amplitude is negative for both M = 0 and M = 1. As the
energy increases the (l-E^) and (2-E^) terms increase, becoming positive
for M = 0, and at higher energies the total exchange contribution
becomes positive. This is illustrated in figures (T•3) and (7**0
where the M = 0 and M = 1 transition amplitudes, with and without
exchange are plotted as functions of X for energies of 50, 100 and
155 MeV. The transition amplitudes with exchange contain the exchange
terms in the wavefunction normalization constants, N* and N„ of
f 7
equation (7.2*0* . The results without exchange are calculated from the
first two direct terms, and D^, and contain the direct terms only in 
the normalization. Figures (7.3) and (7.*0 also show the variation of 
the cross-section at Q « 0, with and without exchange, with X. Consid­
ering equation (7«2*0 , which expresses the dependence of the cross-section 
on T° and T'\ the effect of exchange on the cross-section can be under­
stood. Writing the coefficients of T° and T*1" in equation (7.2*0 
explicitly we have
(0.0927 T ) + (0.1385 T° - 0 . 2 k  T  )‘
7rk?k.m ^m, dJg______   o d p d
dfi. dft0 dE £ 6k N*2W_2
1 2  o f 7
— (T-27)
It will be remembered that the two terms in the cross-section
3 1result from contributions to the scattering from = /2 and ML = /2,
.7where represents the magnetic quantum number of the Li nucleus. The 
second, = ^/2 term, is affected by the relative magnitude of the T° 
and T^ terms.
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b. a n d  d.
C r o s s -s e c t io n  a t  Q = 0  
p lo t t e d  as a function  
o f  X
T a rg e t  exchange 
inc luded.
At 50 MeV the total exchange contribution to T° and T^ is 
negative and the effect of exchange is to decrease the magnitude of the 
cross-section. The inclusion of exchange makes T° and nearly equal 
at X = 0.5 and as X increases T° first increases and then decreases, 
while T^ decreases as X increases. This means that for X = 0.5^5 fop 
the transition amplitudes including exchange ' 0.1385 T° = 0.2^ + T^" 
and the second term in the cross-section vanishes. This destructive 
interference between the T° and T^ terms results in the decrease in the 
cross-section as X increases, figure (7*3b)- For energies in the range 
100-250 MeV the effect of exchange is to increase the M = 0 term in the 
transition amplitude. For the M = 1 term, in the energy range 
50 - 155 MeV, exchange decreases the transition amplitude, the effect of 
exchange decreasing with energy. This means that the effect of 
exchange is to increase the difference between the T° and T^ terms.
Thus, at energies of 100 MeV and over, the cross-section calculated with 
the inclusion of target exchange is greater than that calculated using 
the direct terms only. As the energy increases the T° term becomes 
increasingly important for all values of X.
As discussed in previous chapters plane wave approximation 
calculations could be expected to reproduce the approximate shape of 
the angular distribution, and we will now consider the effect of 
inclusion of exchange on the shape of the angular distribution.
_ “1 O
Figure (7*5) shows the variation of T and T with Q fora = 0.1+33f ,
X = 0.5 at energies of 50 and 100 MeV. It can be seen that the effect 
of including exchange is to increase the halfwidth of the T° term
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relative to the T^ term. This difference in the halfwidth of the two 
curves increases as the clustering decreases for a given energy.
Figure (1,6) shows the cross-section as a function of Q, calculated with 
the inclusion of exchange terms and using only the direct terms, for 
various energies and values of X. The cross-sections are normalized 
to unity at Q = 0. For the 50 MeV results the cross-sections calculated 
with exchange for X = 0.5 and X = 0.8 are very different. Figure (7*3a) 
shows that for X = 0.8 the cross-section calculated with exchange 
consists mainly of a T° term, while (7*5) shows that the effect of 
exchange is to increase the halfwidth of the T° gfaph; thus the angular 
distribution calculated for X = 0.8 becomes broader when exchange is 
included. However for X = 0*5 the T^ term dominates at 50 MeV and 
since the inclusion of exchange reduces the halfwidth of the graph of 
T^ as a function of Q the halfwidth of the angular distribution decreases 
with the inclusion of exchange. However the results at 50 MeV could 
be expected to be modified by the inclusion of incident-target exchange. 
For the Li (p,pd) reaction at 50 MeV incident-target exchange decreased 
the halfwidth of the angular distribution, the effect being more marked 
for slight clustering. Thus incident-target exchange could be 
expected to reduce the dependence of halfwidth on clustering at 50 MeV.
At 100 MeV the cross-section calculated with exchange has a greater 
halfwidth than that calculated using the direct terms only, due to the 
effect of exchange on the T° term. This increase in halfwidth occurs 
for all values of X. As the energy increases the effect of exchange 
on the shape of the angular distribution, even for weakly clustered 
wavefunctions is negligible.
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. 7At 155 MeV, the energy of the Li (p,pd) symmetric coplanar 
experiment, the effect of exchange on the shape of the cross-section is 
negligible and the halfwidth of the distribution is independent of 
clustering. The shape of the cross-section obtained using cluster 
wavefunctions with target antisymmetrization does not agree with the 
experimental angular distribution, as is illustrated in figure (7«7)» 
However the small number of experimental points together with the 
large error makes any comparison difficult. An interesting feature of 
these results is that the cluster model, like the shell model predicts 
a maximum in the angular distribution at Q = 0.
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Showing the ex per i m enta l  and ca lcu la ted  / c r o s s -  
sections fo r  - the v L i 0(p ,p d  ) and.  L i^ tp .pd) .  react ions  
a t  155'. Mev , where .the Li^ r e s u l t s  were calculated
with "the p a ra m e te r s  ec * O * 4 3 3  f.**2 , 2 -s.:I* 6 and 1
the L i^  resul ts  with cC ■= 0 * ^ 3 3  f*"a , X s O * 5 .
The resul ts c a l c u la t e d  fo r  L i 6 (p ,pd  ) ^havc been ■
multiplied' by 0 - 2 2 5   ^ and  . those for p ,p d ) by 6.
7 67.2. Comparison of the results for the Li (p,pd) and Li (p,pd)
reactions*
In figure (7*7) the cross-sections for these two reactions at
155 MeV are plotted as functions of angle and compared with the
6experimental values. The Li results are for wavefunction parameters
—2 7 —2a = 0.1+33f~ , Z = 1.6 and the Li results for parameters a - O.U33f ,
X = 0.5 . As mentioned in appendix 1, the maxima in the cross-sections
6 7for the Li (p,pd) and Li (p,pd) reactions are displaced relative to each 
other, due to the different binding energies of the deuteron in the two
target nuclei. The shape of the angular distribution for the Li^
. . .  . .7results agrees fairly well with experiment, while for the Li reaction
the small number of experimental points makes comparison difficult.
In both reactions for energies of the incident proton of 155 MeV
and over, the shape of the cross-section is not appreciably altered by
the inclusion of target exchange. However at lower energies the
inclusion of exchange affects the shape of the cross-section for the 
7Li (p,pd) reaction, the effect being dependent on clustering, while for 
6the Li (p,pd) reaction, even at 50 MeV, the effect of exchange on the 
shape of the cross-section is very small.
The main effect of exchange is on the magnitude of the cross-; 
sections for the two reactions. At 50 MeV the inclusion of target 
exchange decreases the magnitude of the cross-section for all values of 
clustering. As the energy increases the exchange contribution to the 
cross-section becomes positive, changing sign at an energy between
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50 and 100 MeV for both reactions. However the behaviour of the
magnitude of the cross-section with clustering is not the same for the
£
two reactions. In the Li (p,pd) reaction the magnitude of the cross-
section increases with increased clustering, the effect of exchange
.7decreasing as clustering increases. For the Li (p,pd) reaction the 
magnitude of the cross-section at Q = 0, plotted as a function of X, has 
a maximum at approximately X = 0.5, and, on increasing the clustering 
further, the cross-section decreases. This difference in behaviour 
for the two reactions could be explained by considering the cluster
structure of the two target nuclei, an- (a+d) structure for Li^ and an
7 7(a+t) structure for Li * Thus in the Li (p,pd) reaction, in all but
the triple exchange terms, the triton cluster is broken up and, in the
direct terms, one of the neutrons together with the alpha cluster forms 
5the He nucleus. As the triton cluster becomes more separated from
the alpha cluster the overlap of the neutron in the triton cluster with
5 .7that of the He nucleus becomes smaller. If a set of Li wavefunction
parameters are chosen to give a larger r.m.s. radius, keeping the alpha 
cluster parameter at a = 0.1+33f , the maximum in the magnitude of the
cross-section as a function of X becomes sharper. Since a given 
variation in the intercluster parameter corresponds to a greater 
variation in Z for a larger r.m.s. radius, the decrease in width of the 
maximum with increased r.m.s. radius would be expected.
•\
Although a plane wave calculation could not be expected to 
reproduce the magnitudes of the cross-sections for the two reactions at 
155 MeV, if it is assumed that the effect of distortion on the outgoing
- 129 -
particles is the same in the two reactions, a calculation in plane wave
Born approximation might be expected to reproduce the ratio of the
magnitudes of the two cross-sections. Experimentally at 155 MeV the
6 7ratio of the cross-sections Li /Li is of the order of 5* Taking an
-2 .6 .7alpha cluster parameter of a= 0 , k 3 3 f for both the Li and Li
.7wavefunctions and the maximum value for the Li cross-section, the
6 7calculated value of the ratio of the Li to the Li cross-section varies
6 /- from 18.8 with an Li parameter of Z = 0.5 to 186.2 with Z = 1.6.
However in view of the possibility, discussed in chapter 9, of the
distortion affecting the exchange terms more than the direct terms,
7
together with the errors of the Li results, it is difficult to draw 
any conclusions from comparison of the ratio of the magnitudes of 
cross-sections.
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Chapter 8 The Li (p,pt) reaction
Although the experimental data on the symmetric coplanar
7Li (p,pt) reaction at 155 MeV is limited to an estimate of the maximum 
value of the cross-section, calculations of the cross-section for this 
reaction using antisymmetrized cluster wavefunctions, considered in 
conjunction with the two calculations described earlier in this work,
should provide a more complete understanding of the effect of exchange
^ 7
in knock-out reactions. In both the Li (p,pd) and the Li (p,pt)
reactions the direct terms represent the contribution to the cross-
section due to the knock-out of one of the clusters in the target
" 6nucleus. However in the cluster wavefunction for Li , describing
an (a+d) configuration, the deuteron cluster is in a 2-s state relative
.7to the alpha cluster, while m  the Li wavefunction, describing an 
(a+t) configuration, the triton cluster is in a p-state relative to the 
alpha cluster. As discussed in chapter this means that, in the 
plane-wave approximation with the internucleon interaction represented 
by a delta-function, the direct terms corresponding to contributions 
to the transition amplitude resulting from interaction of the incident
proton with the particles in the knocked-out cluster have a maximum
6 7at Q =s o for the Li (p,pd) reaction and a minimum for the Li (p,pt)
reaction. Thus calculations of the effect of exchange on the cross-
6section for the Li (p,pd) reaction are unlikely to provide a guide to the
7
effect of exchange on the Li (p,pt) reaction, and in particular to the 
effect of exchange on the cross-section at Q = 0. The geometry of 
the symmetric coplanar experiment is such that the energy of the
- 131 -
7outgoing triton in the Li (p,pt) reaction for a given energy of incident
 ^j
proton, is lower than that of the deuteron in the Li (p,pd) reaction and 
thus the use of the plane wave approximation, involving a neglect of 
distortion is less appropriate for this reaction. However a plane-wave 
calculation should give a qualitative estimate of the effect of exchange, 
and in particular provide an indication of the effect of exchange on the 
cross-section for a reaction in which calculations with the direct terms 
give a distribution with a minimum at Q = 0.
An expression for the cross-section for the Li (p*pt) reaction
in the plane wave Born approximation can be derived in a similar way to
that used to obtain equation (U.10) and we have
?
,3 27rk7k,m m, C*
— 5  1 Tifl2dO dSL, dE h6 k1 2 o if
where the momenta of the scattered proton and triton in the laboratory
system are given by fek* and fek respectively and m, represents the mass ^ O u ~ t
of the triton. In the symmetric coplanar experiment |k*| = |k | and—*0 —
k*.k = k .k. and the determination of k!, k. and q in terms of Q is—O ~0 ”"0 —t —O *“t ““
discussed in appendix 1, where and Q represent the momentum transfer
of the proton and the recoil momentum of the residual nucleus respectively.
Using unantisymmetrized wavefunctions the transition amplitude for the 
7Li (p,pt) reaction can be expressed in terms of a system of relative 
coordinates and, using a method similar to that of chapter we have
T. - = < <f>_ | Z V . | 9. > ...(8.2)if rf 1 . 01 1 1
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where
+i =
ik .X_ 
e ~ ° Ah
♦f =
-ik».X
e ^ ~ 7
i % - e a ) ^  t a-3
e 4>f ijf
and g =
A-3
A
X j is the coordinate of the incident proton relative to the centre of
A t A-3mass of the target, iJk , ]J> and i|j represent the internal wavefunctions 
of the target, the free triton and the residual alpha particle and can 
be expressed in terms of coordinates as
*i ”ct^ ‘t567)x°1^2)x°(l,3)x°(1*.6)x°(5,7)
2  * ” o
,A . z  
...(8.3)where
3 H a <
<J>?(123; 1*567) = X3Y^X3)exp(-Y(^+|X:2))exP(4 ® C3)exP(-'f(X?+2X5+X6))
“ d X°U,3) = „ 2 (i.l.a1,a3|0 0)x°1 (l)x? (3)
a l>a 3
>^.J= 4(123) x? (2) J  „.(i,i,. <?l*cr| |o o) X0,1 (Dxa,3 (3) ...(8.1*)
i t \ >a3 2 2
where <J>^ (123) = exp(- y ( ^  + i- X^))
/f-3 = 4(>*567)0^ cj(i,i,al,^!o 0)X°J (U)X°| (6^„j(l,i.<»S,^|0 0) 
x°,5 (5)>?7.(7) ...(8.5)
Where <f>®(U567) = exp(- £(xj| + 2X* + Xg))
Antisymmetrizing the initial and final state wavefunctions 
with respect to the target nucleons the transition amplitude becomes
t^;s# = < $ |z V . | $. > ...(8.6)
if f 1• oj 1 1
J
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where $ = N (A <Pf 9 ^  = N. CA* ^
p n p n
The initial and final state wavefunctions, (J>^, and <j>^, are antisymmetric 
with respect to exchange within the groups of particles (1,2,3) and 
(^*5*6,7) separately and, by a method similar to that used in chapters 
5 and 7s these symmetries can be used to simplify equation (8.6) giving
A S  r ik* X
T-’ ' = -- ---  . Vi,l,<J2,H||,M.)(e “° "7(l-3Pm+3Pn,P25-PluP25P36)
ir TJ» TT a2»li * 1
f 7
-i(k -ga).X* ik ,X_
(e 3 ^(123)^(^567)) | Z V . |  e ~° 7<t>f(l23; h^67)>
J oj
1 ...(8.7)
where
N7 * <(l-3P1lt+3Pi^P25-Pl*(P25P36) +-1 4  >
-i(k -ga.).X, „ .
HJ, = <(l-3Pllt+ 3PmP25-PmP25P36)e J<(>f(l23)4.f(l*567)
|e 3 4 ( 12 3)4^5g7) >
Equation (8,7) can be expressed symbolically as follows
D-3(l-E)+3(2-E)-(3-E)
N' N 
f 7
. . . (8 .8)
Unlike the expression derived for the transition amplitude for the 
Li^(p,pd) reaction, in (8.8) all the single, (l-E), and double, (2-E), 
exchange terms are equal. This is due to the fact that the symmetry 
of the final state wavefunction, <J> , is the same as that of the initial 
state wavefunction.
The transition amplitude is a function of 02,M and and,
.7as in the case of the Li (p,pd) reaction, the expression of the cross- 
section in terms of the transition amplitude, equation (8.1), involving
13k -
the averaging over the initial and summing over the final states, must 
he considered in detail. Rewriting equation (8.1) we have
d
d£b dQ_ dE 
1 2
2Trk*k m m, , « 0
o t ^  V  I I 4t'
k 6 k 
o
Trklk,m o t p t
k6 k
• c2,M
M.
I
i“t’t  *2»K
.3 1
A.S.
I Tif
...(8.9)
The quantum number M represents the orbital momentum magnetic quantum 
number of the wavefunction describing the motion of the triton cluster 
relative to the alpha cluster in the target. The orthogonality of the
is zero
lr '
unless M =0 and equation (8.9) can be written as follows 
! 3
spherical harmonics means that the transition amplitude, T^'^*, 
d°a
d-ftg dE
Trk’k.m m. o t p t
li6 k
I
1 2 2
I (l.l,a2;o||,M .) &h3(lTE)ff(2-gM3^| 
a2 X K'
2Trk?k.m m, o t p t
3k6 k
(D-3(l-E)+3(2-E)-(3-E)
n7
. . .(8.10)
An ALGOL code was written to calculate the transiton amplitude,
T^’^ l and hence the cross-section. The various terms in the transition 
if 9
amplitude were evaluated by coordinate transformations, as for the 
6Li (p,pd) reaction described in chapter 5« The details of the program
rr
are described in appendix 2. The cross-section for the Li (p,pd)
reaction as a function of Q, was computed for energies in the range
• 750-250 MeV and for various degrees of clustering of the Li nucleus,
• 7 -The parameters for the Li nucleus, chosen such that for any variation
of clustering the r.m.s. radius of the nucleus remained constant at
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2.36f, are given in chapter 3. The parameters of the free triton and
alpha particle were chosen such. that the r .m. s • radii calculated from .
the .Gaussian wavefunctions were equal to those of the free particle.
—2The values obtained were a = 0.'*33f for the alpha particle and 
—2y * 0.295^f for the triton. Ihe parameters for the potential were 
taken to be the same as those used for the two previous calculations.
As for the previous calculations, the contributions to the
transition amplitude from the interaction of the incident proton with
each of the target nucleons wa,s calculated separately. Before the
action of the (Jkj and C-4, operators the initial and final state wave- 
P n
functions are antisymmetric with respect to exchange within the groups 
of particles (1,2,3) and (^,5,6,7) separately and the following 
symmetries would be expected in the various terms in the transition 
amplitude
D1 = D2 = B3 * D4 = D5 = D6 = B?
J (l-E)g = (1-E)3 , (l-E) = (l-E)g = (l-E)_.
(2 -E )1 = (2 -E )g  , (2-E)^ = (2 -E ) , (2-E)g = (2 -E )
(3-E)1 = (3-E)2 = (3-E)3 , (3-E)^ = (3-E) = (3-E)g ...(8.11)
where denotes the contribution to the direct part of the transition 
amplitude from interaction with particle 1. These symmetries provide 
a check on the program and, in general, were observed in the results; 
although for some terms -.with a minimum the agreement near the minimum 
is not good* . .
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter,-since the 
relative wavefunction of the alpha and triton clusters is represented
by a p-state wavefunction, the first three terms in the direct contrib­
ution to the cross-section would be expected to have a minimum at Q = 0 
and this minimum is observed in the results. Tables 8.1a and 8.1b 
show the contributions to the transition amplitude corresponding to the 
various terms D., (l-E).. (2-E). and (3-E). for Q = 0 and Q = 60 MeV/c,
1 l l l
for an energy of incident proton of 155 MeV and initial wavefunction
—2parameters a = 0.^33^ 9 X = 0.5» The various exchange terms can be 
written symbolically as follows
D^. = < 0; 123; U56T |Voi| 0; 123; !*567 >
(l-E)£= < 0; 1*23; 156? |Voi| 0; 123; 1*567 >
(2-E)^ < 0; 1*53; 1267 |Voi| 0; 123; 1*567 >
(3-E)^ < 0; 1*56; 1237 |Voi| 0; 123; 1*567 > ...(8.12)
At Q = 60 MeV/c it can "be seen that the dominant terms for any one
exchange in table 8.1b are those for which the incident proton interacts
with the three nucleons that are emitted as the free triton. This is
6in agreement with the Li (p5pd) results. However the direct and treble 
exchange terms that are dominant at Q = 60 MeV/c have a minimum at Q = 0, 
while the dominant single and double exchange terms have a maximum. 
Although the relative magnitude of the various terns in the transition 
amplitude varies with both energy and clustering, at energies of 155 MeV 
and over for all values of clustering the domination of a given exchange 
by certain terms, as indicated by tables 8.1a and 8.1b, is characteristic. 
At lower energies the magnitudes of the different contributions to the 
exchange terms are comparable and the contributions to the total 
transition amplitude from interaction of the incident proton with all the
- 137 -
i D.
i
(1-E)i (2-E).- <3-E).
1 io”6 -0.011 0 . 0 1 k -0.055
2 10-6 1.63U 0.01U -0.055
3 10-6 1.63k O . Q l h -0.055
k 0.056 -1.23 - l . 2 k j 10“T
5 0.056 0.005 -1.2UT 10~7
6 0.056 0.005 -0.015
t-10H
T 0.056 0.005 -0.015 0.066
Table 8.1a. Q = 0 MeV/c
i D.1 (1-E)1 (2-E). (3-E).1
1 1.25 -0.002 0.005 -0.023
2 1.25 0.6l 0.005 -0.023
3 1.25 0.6l 0.27 -0.023
k 0.02k -O.U7 —0.3+99 -0.kU6
5 0 . 0 2 k 0.003 -0.1*99 -0.kk6
6 0 . 0 2 k 0.003 -0.007 -0 .kk6
7 0 . 0 2 k 0.003 -0.007 0.029
Table 8.1b. Q « 60 MeV/c.
Showing the contributions to the transition amplitude from interaction 
of the incident proton with the target nucleons at 155 MeV for 
a = 0.l*33f“2, X = 0.5.
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target nucleons must be considered.
The minimum in the first three direct terms at Q = 0 occurs 
for all energies of incident proton and all values of clustering and 
the inclusion of exchange terms with a maximum at Q = 0 will alter the 
shape of the cross-section. The shape of the cross-section calculated 
with antisymmetrized wavefunctions will be seen to depend critically 
on the relative magnitudes and Q-dependence of the exchange terms. In 
figures (8.3), (8.2)and (8.3)the various contributions to the total trans­
ition amplitude are plotted in arbitrary units as a function of Q for
. .7energies of 50,100 and 155 MeV and degrees of clustering of the Li
nucleus characterized by the parameters X = 0.5 and X « 0.8 with an alph
—2cluster parameter of a - 0.ij-33f . The sum of the first three direct
terms in the transition amplitude has been plotted separately, and is
represented by the broken line, to show the minimum at Q = 0. The
. . . 3
position of the nodes m  the graph of J D can be seen to depend on
the ihtercluster separation; for X - 0.5 there is only one node in the 
range Q = 0 - 100 MeV/c, while for X » 0.8 there is a second node in 
the region of Q = ^0 MeV/c, the exact position being energy dependent. 
The magnitude of | Ik is also strongly dependent on clustering, the 
magnitude of the maximum increasing as the distance between the clusters 
increases and the clusters become more distinct. This effect was 
observed in the Li (p,pd) results, the similarity being due to the fact 
that in both reactions one of the clusters in the target nucleus is 
knocked-out.
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In figures(8.$,(8.2 )and(8.3 )the exchange terms have been 
multiplied by the appropriate constants so that their contributions to 
the total transition amplitude, given by (D-3(l-E)+3(2-E)-(3-E))» is 
obvious. In the following discussion the terms single, double and 
treble exchange will be taken to mean -3(l-E), 3(2-E) and -(3-E) 
respectively. The effect of the inclusion of the direct terms 
corresponding to the interaction of the incident proton with the four 
particles in the alpha cluster can be seen by comparison of the broken 
line graphs with those labelled 0, which give the total direct contrib­
ution to the transition amplitude. As would be expected the terms 
7
I D. are more important for the larger value of X, corresponding to
k 1
smaller intercluster separation. The treble exchange terms have a 
minimum at Q = 0, and, except at 50 MeV, are zero at the origin. This 
means that except at 50 MeV the inclusion of treble exchange terms will 
not fill in the minimum in the cross-section at Q = 0. The single and 
double exchange terms are non-zero at Q * 0, the sign of their contrib­
ution to the transition amplitude depending on both energy and clustering. 
As the energy increases the (l-E) and (2-E) terms become increasingly 
important, their contribution to the cross-section becoming more 
negative as the energy increases, and, at high energies, dominating the 
transition amplitude.
In figures (8.10 and (8.5) the cross-section, with and 
without exchange, is plotted as a function of Q for various energies and 
clustering. The broken line graphs denote the cross-section calculated 
using the direct terms only, both in the transition amplitude and in the
-  Ik3 -
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normalization terras. As is usual in calculations of cross-section 
without exchange in the calculation of the broken line graphs only the 
first three direct terms9 corresponding to the interaction of the incident 
proton with the particles in the triton cluster, have been included.
At 50 MeV the cross-section calculated using antisymmetrized
—2 —2wavefunctions has a minimum at Q = 0 for a = 0.1+33f and a « 0.338f
for all values of X considered. Although at this energy the shape of 
the cross-section calculated with exchange terms depends little on 
clustering, the difference between the cross-section calculated with and 
without exchange depends markedly on clustering. For large values of 
X the inclusion of exchange destroys the second minimum in the cross- 
section and the minimum at Q = 0 is due only to the destructive inter­
ference of the various exchange terms.
At higher energies the minimum in the cross-section at Q - 0 
is filled in by the inclusion of exchange. The inclusion of the single 
and double exchange terms give rise to a maximum at Q = 0 which increases 
in magnitude as the energy increases. At first, as for example at 
100 MeV, the cross-section has two maxima, the first due to the exchange 
terms and the second to the direct terms. As the energy increases 
further the single and double exchange terms increase relative to the 
direct term and the cross-section calculated with exchange has a single 
maximum at Q = 0, as is seen in figures (8.U) and (8.5) at 250 MeV,
At energies of 155 MeV and over the halfwidth of the maximum at Q = 0 
increases only slightly with clustering.
- Ik6 -
Since, as discussed previously in this work, a plane wave 
calculation might he expected to reproduce the approximate shape of the 
cross-section, the variation in the shape of the cross-section with 
clustering at 100 HeV shown in these results is of interest. Although, 
as discussed in chapter 9, the effect of distortion could he to decrease 
the exchange terms relative to the direct terms resulting in a change in 
the relative sizes of the two maxima. However the inclusion of 
exchange terms has heen shown to have an important effect on the shape 
of the cross-section for this reaction, suggesting that calculations 
with cluster wavefunctions of cross-sections for knock-out reactions, 
where the direct terms have a minimum at Q = 0 must include exchange.
By variation of the parameter X, keeping the r.m.s. radius
constant, we have investigated the effect of clustering on the shape
.7of the angular distribution. Taking the r.m.s. radius of Li to be 
fixed at 2.36f. sets a lower limit on the parameter X, values of X 
below X = 0.5 corresponding to larger r.m.s. radii and representing a 
more strongly clustered nucleus. As an example of the shape and 
magnitude of the cross-section for more strongly clustered nuclei, in
figure (8.6) we show the variation of the cross-section as a function of
. 7 .Q for an r.m.s. radius of Li of 2.7f. and wavefunction parameters of
_2
a = 0.^33f 9 X = 0.3. For this set of parameters the triton cluster
is more distinct and thus the cross-section calculated with the direct 
terms is larger than that obtained previously. For a given energy the 
single and double exchange terms are smaller in the results obtained 
using the larger r.m.s. radius. Thus in figure (8.6), at 100 MeV the
- lVf -
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V
maximum at Q. = 0 is only just apparent and at 155 MeV the second 
maximum is still large.
- Ik9 -
Chapter 9 - Summary and conclusions.
Any analysis of knock-out reactions using cluster model
wavefunctions to describe the target nucleus is complicated by the
necessity of antisymmetrizing the wavefunction. Attempts to analyse
6 7the 155 MeV data on the Li (p,pd) and Li (p»pd) reactions led to 
"discussion of the possibility of describing the two target nuclei in 
terms of cluster wavefunctions and in this work we have calculated the 
exchange terms arising from antisymmetrization of the wavefunctions 
.in these reactions. For both these reactions the cross-section calculated 
with unantisymmetrized cluster wavefunctions' has a maximum at 0-0. and 
the study of the effect of exchange terms was extended to include the 
Li (p,pt) reaction, for which the cross-section calculated with unanti­
symmetrized wavefunctions has a minimum at Q * 0.
We have been interested in the magnitude of the exchange terms 
relative to the direct terms and in the effect of the inclusion of 
exchange on the shape of the cross-section. Calculations on the
J 8) . .
(p,2p) reaction show that m  the transition from plane wave to distorted 
wave calculations the shape of the distribution is only slightly 
altered and in this work an attempt to fit the experimental cross- 
section has been limited to a comparison of the shape of the results 
obtained with that of the experimental cross-section. nevertheless a 
plane wave calculation might be expected to reproduce the experimental 
value of the ratio of the magnitude of the cross-section of the
£ r7
Li (p,pd)^reaction to that of the Li (p9pd) reaction. The value of
- 150 -
this ratio calculated at 155 MeV is much larger than the experimental
( 5^
value; while for shell model calculations ' this ratio was too
small. However since the validity of the value of the ratio obtained
in this work is dependent on the assumption that the inclusion of
distortion affects both results equally, and the experimental value
. 7of the ratio is dependent on the accuracy of the Li (p,pd) results, 
it is difficult to draw any conclusions from this discrepancy.
It was found possible to fit the shape of the Li^(p,pd)
results at 155 MeV using cluster wavefunctions. The calculated cross- 
.7section for the Li (p,pd) reaction has a maximum at Q = 0, while the 
experimental distribution is much broader with the suggestion of a 
minimum. However the small number of experimental points together 
with the errors indicated make comparison difficult.
Independent of the energy of the incident proton the shape of
.6the cross-section calculated for the Li (p,pd) reaction was unaltered 
by the inclusion of target exchange terms, the effect of exchange being 
to alter the magnitude of the cross-section. The total exchange 
contribution to the transition amplitude is negative at 50 MeV, 
increasing with energy to become positive at about 100 MeV. For 
weakly clustered nuclei, with Z in the region of 0.5* both the single 
and double exchange terms are important increasing relative to the 
direct term with energy.
6 7In contrast to the Li (p,pd) results, for the Li (p,pd)
reaction at energies below 155 MeV the shape of the cross-section is
“ 151 ~
affected by the inclusion of exchange .and, for energies in the region 
of 50 MeV, is also dependent on clustering. At 50 MeV the effect of 
exchange is to broaden the angular distribution relative to that 
calculated without exchange for weakly clustered wavefunctions and to 
narrow it for strong clustering, the total variation in halfwidth 
being 1*0 MeV/c, This dependence of the shape of the cross-section on 
clustering has disappeared at 100 MeV and at this energy the effect of 
exchange is to reduce the halfwidth of the cross-section; while at 
energies of 155 MeV and over the inclusion of exchange does not alter 
the shape of the cross-section.
The effect of the target exchange terms on the shape of the 
cross-section for the Li (p,pt) reaction is much more marked than for 
the other two reactions. The direct terms have a minimum at Q = 0 
and for low energies this minimum is also observed in the cross -section 
calculated with the exchange terms • As the energy increases from 
50 MeV the effect of exchange is to fill in the minimum at Q = 0, 
giving first of all a cross-section with two maxima and then as the 
energy increases further a cross-section with a single maximum 
occuring at Q = 0. This change in shape of the cross-section is due 
to the single and double exchange terms which become increasingly 
important as the energy increases and at energies of 155 MeV and over 
completely dominate the cross-section.
Calculations of the magnitude of the incident-target 
exchange terms for the Li^(p,pd) reaction show that at energies of 
100 MeV and over these terms are negligible, while for lower energies
- 152 -
they affect the shape of the cross-section only for the more weakly
clustered nuclei with Z =» l. This suggests that the results for the 
7 7Li (p,pd) and Li (p,pt) reactions may be modified at energies in the 
region of 50 MeV.
As has been mentioned previously, the results that can be
obtained from these calculations are limited by the use of the plane
wave Born approximation and emphasis has been placed on the effect of
exchange terms on the shape rather than on the magnitude of the cross-
section • Although any identification of a surface region in nuclei
as light as the lithium isotopes is questionable it is reasonable to
suppose that nucleons emitted from the alpha cluster would be more
strongly absorbed than those emitted from in the case of Li the 
.7deuteron and of Li the triton cluster. Since the exchange terms 
represent contributions to the cross-section in which one or more 
particles emitted from the target come from the alpha cluster it is 
possible that the inclusion of distortion would reduce the exchange 
terms more than the direct, modifying the results obtained. However, 
this effect will be less important as the energy increases and for the 
lower energy results these calculations provide an estimate of the 
maximum effect of exchange.
The results presented in this work enable some definite
statements to be made on the effect of exchange in the reactions
6considered. For the Li (p,pd) reaction and, at energies of 155 MeV 
and over, the Li^(p,pd) reaction the inclusion of target exchange will
- 153
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not affect the shape of the cross-section, while for the Li (p9pt) 
reaction at energies of 155 MeV and over the inclusion of exchange 
produces a maximum in the cross-section at Q = 0. This suggests that 
the effect of exchange will be most marked in reactions in which the 
cross-section calculated with the direct terms has a minimum at Q = 0. 
For weakly clustered nuclei the exchange terms do not decrease with 
energy and only if they have the same shape as the direct terms will 
they have no effect on the shape of the cross-section.
- 15^ -
Appendix 1 - The symmetric coplanar experiment.
With reactions of the form (p,pX) the majority of experiments 
are performed with symmetric coplanar geometry. In such experiments 
the outgoing particles are detected in coincidence at equal angles to 
the direction defined by the path of the incoming proton. The 
detectors are gated so that only events for which the magnitude of the 
momenta are equal contribute to the cross-section.
This symmetric kinematics was first used for (p>2p) experiments, 
where the outgoing protons have the same energy, since their momenta 
are equal. This ensures that the effect of distortion, which depends 
on the energy of the particle, is the same for both outgoing particles. 
However, for reactions in which the knocked-out particle is heavier 
than a proton its energy is lower than that of the outgoing proton and 
consequently is more affected by distortion.
In the symmetric coplanar experiment the kinematics are 
particularly simple. For a given energy of incident proton, binding 
energy of the cluster X in the target and angle 0, defined by figure 
(Al.l),the remaining energy and momenta are determined by the conservation 
of energy and momentum. Thus the cross-section can be given as a 
function of scattering angle 0 or of the recoil momentum of the 
residual nucleus, Q. It was found easier to obtain the angular 
distribution by varying Q and calculating the corresponding angle 0 
rather than the converse. The transition matrix for the reaction 
(p,pX) can be written as a function of ^  and k^, which are defined in
- 155
terms of the momentum transfer p and recoil momentum Q as followsA-Q mm*
and Q = fekr» Ihe momentum transfer of the proton is given by
p « p - p* where p is the momentum of the incident proton and p?■*-q *-0 -^-o **o
that of the outgoing proton* We will now show how the magnitude of 
the momentum transfer, jd^ , and the angle 3 between aad. Q. can 
determined in terms of Q, and derive an expression for 0 in terms of 
Q.
The equations of conservation of energy and momentum are as
follows
E = E* + E + E _ + E  (Al.l)o o x B r
£0 = ^ , + £ lc + a  (^*2)
where Eq, and Ex represent the energies of the incoming and outgoing 
protons and the outgoing cluster X respectively. represents the
momentum of cluster X, E^ the energy of recoil of the residual nucleus 
and Eg the binding energy of cluster X in the target nucleus. Figure 
(Al.l) gives the vector diagram corresponding to the conservation of 
momentum. The kinetic energy of a particle, E’^, is related to the 
magnitude of the momentum, p, by the following expression
p = J(Ek  + 2m)EK J 2 (A1.3)
where Eg. is in units of Mev, p in Mev/c and m, the mass of the
2particle, in Mev/c . Using equation (A1.3), equating the magnitudes 
of the momentum of the outgoing proton and cluster X we obtain
(E^ + ** (E£ + 2m )E^ (Al.it)
Q
•£* ©
Ft^ure A  L I -
S h o w i n g  . the v e c t o r  d i a g r a m  for the 
momenta in t he ( p, p x ) . sym m c t r  I c 
c o p la n a r  e x p e r i m e n t *
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m and m^ representing the masses of the proton and cluster X 
Substituting from equation (Al.l) we have
V Es + 2raX )E? = o
(A1.5)
2(E_ + + m_ )s a p-
where E = E - E - E_ s o r B
The recoil energy, E , can be written in terms of Q and m , the massX* C
of the recoil nucleus using equation (A1.3), and thus equation (A1.5)
gives an expression for in terms of Q. Substituting for E^ in
(A1.3) we now have an expression for p£ in terms of Eq, and Q. and
the angle 6 can be determined from equation (A1.2). Since Q is
colinear with ^  we have
(p - Q) = 2p? cos 0 o o
0 = cos-1
P -  Q o .A,
2-d ’~o
(A1.6)
An expression for the angle 3 can be obtained by consideration of 
figure (Al.l) p
= tan-1
p* sin 0 
ro__________
p - p* cos 0 *0 ^0
(Al.T)
and p^ is given by
p* sin 0 •n = o
q
sin 3
(A1.8)
An ALGOL procedure was written to calculate 0,3 and q, from E , E^, mc, 
m^ and Q using the equations derived above. The expression for the 
cross-section in terms of the transition amplitude involves kQ, k^ and 
k^, where pQ = P^ ® an& P^ - = and these quantities were
also calculated in the procedure, p and pv being determined from E
O A O
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and by equation (A1.3).
It is emphasised here that for a given reaction of the type 
(p,pX) the relationship between Q and 0 is not unique, depending on Eq, 
Eg and the mass of the residual nucleus. However for a given energy 
the angle corresponding to zero recoil momentum depends only on the 
binding energy of the cluster in the target. For the (p,pd) reaction 
at 155 MeV with an Li^ target the binding energy of the deuteron is
l»Vr MeV and the angle 0 corresponding to Q = 0 is 0 = 51*1° while with
an target E_ = 10.8 MeV giving (6)^  A - ^9.6°. Thus in theX5 U
6 T- results for the Li (p,pd) and Li (p,pd) reactions plotted as a function 
of angle, the maxima corresponding to Q = 0 are displaced relative to 
each other.
Figure (A1.2) shows the relation between the scattering angle
0 and recoil momentum Q at different energies of incident proton for
6 7the Li (p,pd) and Li (p,pd) reactions.
V,
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Appendix 2 - Computational details 
A 2.1 Calculation of r.m.s. radii
The method used to compute the r.m.s. radii of nuclei described
by cluster model wavefunctions can best be illustrated by an example.
6The r.m.s. radius of Li is given by equation (3.2) as
i
2 2 <r > (Eo "
2Rn1 + V
(No - Oil + H >
...(A2.1)
where N and R can be evaluated directly and are given by equations 
o o
(3.^0 and (3.15) respectively. Following the notation of equation (3.1?)* 
the exchange terms can be written as follows
Ni = 
Bi = !
(PX^)X^ exp(-A?. X..X.) ax,...ax.
2 2 1J '3- 3 1 5
(px2)x2(M  + !xf + i * xi-xj ) % - ix5
...(A2.2)
where for I ~ « Pi3, and for I = 2#P » Pi3^ 2^
In equations (A2.2) and in what follows we have adopted the notation of 
summing over repeated subscripts•
An EMA program was written to calculate the r.m.s. radius of
6 ILi from equation (A2.l). The evaluation of the matrices A has been
discussed in chapter 3, and in the computation of r.m.s. radii and
normalization constants explicit expressions for the A* in terms of
the wavefunction parameters were written into the program. As
described in chapter 3 the integrals of equations (A2.2) can be
evaluated by a coordinate transformation chosen to diagonalize the
I I
quadratic form A ^  *2Lj * In the program the A matrices were
diagonalized by a subroutine which evaluated the dominant eigenvalue
- l6l -
j / qtr \
and vector , reduced the matrix by' Hotelling* s method. ** * and 
evaluated the remaining eigenvalues and eigenvectors by an iterative 
process.
ITo compute the I th. exchange term the matrix A was diagonalized 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors being stored. Defining a new system 
of coordinates, as follows
...(A2.3)
where (C1)’3^  C1 I I . .A and where A represents a diagonal matrix with
Xeigenvalues A.., equations (A2.2) become 
.1 \2/ n2 , .1 2
Ei =
(C2i XL) (a5 jy) exp(-\k
+ ^ C5r^f 2^ ] exP(“Xs y|) dj^...^ ...(A2.U)
where a . * P_.C..
0 2i ij
The integrals of equations (A2.1+) are of standard fon&f^he P-matrices
I I
are given in appendix 3 and A and C are determined by the eigenvalues
T
and eigenvectors of A~; thus and can be computed.
7 ^
The r.m.s. radii of Li and He are defined by equations (2.3?) 
and (2.38) respectively, which can be rewritten in the following form
<r2>
Li7
( R ^  - 3r!7  ^+ 3R*7  ^- ld7hO 1 2 5
1
2 2 
<r >
He'
( N ^  - 3 N ^  + 3 N ^  - N ^ )  
o 1 2 3
(b (5) _ r <5))-i5
O 1
( N ^  - N ^ )  ' o 1 -
.. • (A2.5)
•••(A2.6)
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where the direct terms are given by
ti(7) _ 11*5.89 it8 f T J  „(T) _ 3
Ho " 7 W  3  v * Eo " 2
(5) _ 1
2 3 3—  + +  —
Y 3 a ir7) ...(A2.7)
„(5) . 18.75 it5 , 5 s 
No " T H F  £3 1 ^
R N(5) .•.(A2.8)
The various exchange terms can be written as follows
N(7) _ (pX3 r f l 3 ) ) 7 3 Y^(£3>eXp(-A<7)l xr x
R(7) _ 1 1t2 2 2 . 12..2 1 2 .yZ. ly2th. + 3 2 + T X3 + ~2 h + 5 + 2 6
f 'MT
exp(-A. 1 X. .X. )dX_ ...dX/-
l.i ~i — .1 — 1 -6ij -3
where for I = 1,2,3 P = Pit*, PiifP25» Pi^25^36
...(A2.9)
N.
R
(5)
1
(5) .
( P ^  Y!^ X 1))X1 Y ^ X ^ e x p t - A ^  X. .X. )aXr . .dX^
(P15Xl Y ^ X 1))X1 Y ^ )  ||xf ♦ |x2 + X2 + |X2 
exp(-A??^ X..X.)dX,...dX,
1J ~1 —J —1
•••(A2.10)
(7)1The P-matrices are given in appendix 3 and the matrices A
/ - \ g
and A can be generated in a manner similar to that described for Li .
The exchange terms defined by (A2.9) and (A2.10) were evaluated by
coordinate transformations of the form y = CT^X which diagonal!ze the
quadratic forms A^T^ X..X. and A ^  X..X.. In the transformed
i j  -1  —j  ij ~ i  -j
system of coordinates the integrals of (A2.9) and (A2.10) are analytic
.7
and the exchange terms can be calculated. The r.m.s. radii of Li and 
He^ were computed using an ALGOL program in which the matrix diagonal-
/q£ >
ization was effected by a library procedure using Jacobi’s method.
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A 2.2 Calculation of differential cross-sections
In this section the method used to compute the differential cross- 
sections discussed earlier is illustrated hy the consideration of the 
Li (p,pd) reaction. The cross-section for this reaction was defined in 
chapter 5, equation (5.33), in terms of the transition amplitude, 
and, using this equation an ALGOL program was written to compute the 
cross-section as a function of the recoil momentum of the residual 
nucleus. A procedure was written, using the method described in 
Appendix 1, to compute the scattering angle 6, the momentum transfer, q, 
of the scattered proton and the angle 3* given by figure(Al.li in terms 
of Q.
The transition amplitude is given by the following equation
^ .S .  „ & - ,Sq-K).t l 5-El . . . U 2 . l l )
lf II! H'
1 f 1
The normalization constant is given by (Hq - 2N^ + an<3, a
procedure based on the method outlined in the previous section was 
written to compute this quantity as a function of the wavefunction 
parameters, a, 3 and y. The normalization constant for the final state, 
EfJ, defined by equation (5«l8), is Q-dependent and can be determined by 
amethod similar to that described for the terms D, ( l - E )  and (2-E).
For a given point on the angular distribution the terms D, (l-E) and 
(2-E) are each made up of the sum of contributions due to the interaction 
of the incident proton with each of the target nucleons. By consider­
ation of equation (5*3l) a general expression for the contribution,
T. . to the iex th term in the unnormalized transition amplitude
iex,n,iQ9
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d u e  t o  i n t e r a c t i o n  w i t h  t h e  n  t h .  t a r g e t  n u c le o n  f o r  t h e  iQ  t h .  p o i n t  
o f  t h e  a n g u la r  d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  w h e re  t h e  d i r e c t  te r r a s  a r e  g i v e n  b y  
i e x  = 0 ,  t h e  s i n g l e  e x c h a n g e  b y  i e x  =  1  a n d  t h e  d o u b le  b y  i e x  =  2 .
T .  . =  V
i e x , n , i Q  o e x n (  A ^ X > n  X . , X . ) e x p ( i  a lQ  X r )2 - lj —1 —0 —o
exp( i(k^Q - g^lQ).P^X ^ )dX1...dX^ ...(A2.12)
where for iex ~ 0,1,2 P^exa:I,Pi3, P13P24
and I represents the unit matrix. is the momentum transfer for a
♦ * i0  ^ x©x n
recoil momentum of Q and nk^ J = Q. The matrix A 9 is given by
AiSX*n = U + BieX + ^  ...(A2.13)
* • i ex Ji •The determination of U, B and w has been discussed m  chapter 5*
X0X
U and B are functions of the parameters of the initial and final
state wavefunctions, while is a function of the potential parameter y.
• iex •The matrix representations of the operators P were stored m  the
* 1©X * *program and the matrices B computed as required. Applying a
• XQX *1 •coordinate transformation, chosen to diagonalize A , the integrals 
in equation (A2.12) can be determined analytically. Since the matrix
npv ji . . ,
A 9 is independent of Q, for a given iex and n the same coordinate
transformation is used to evaluate T. at all points on theiex,n,iQ
angular distribution. To avoid repeated diagonalization of the matrix 
^iex,n eacJi vaiue f Q r a given iex and n the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of A"t'eX,n were used to evaluate the terms T. .n for all1 ex, n, 1
values of iQ. Thus in the determination of T. .n the program wasiex,n,iy
cycled in the integers iex,n, iQ, the innermost cycle being in iQ, and 
the various terms were stored in a three dimensional array. The
variables q1^ and are independent of iex and n and to avoid
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repeated calculation these quantities were evaluated and stored in 
arrays before entering the T^ex n ^  cycle.
In the transformed coordinate system, defined by y * (Ciex*n)*"^ X, 
equation (A2.12) becomes
...(A2.l4)
where x^ex,n is an eigenvalue of AloX,n
and K. = (C*“ 'a - g C*«*a Pif)qi0' - C*“ »n p i ? X kiQ ...(A2.15)—3 6j & jk 2k jk 2k -r
The angle <f>. made by the vector K. with can be determined from
0 tJ
(A2.15) knowing the angle between cj^ and After integration
equation (A2.l4) becomes
T. . - .iex,n,iQ l
y* r * v o o  rr 2 1 1—n 3/2 - T- 2L /_iex,nx2/-3 K i \ 1  /  /Tr > 71 / K v  v
2i 2 “ . ^iex,n .iex,n 1 i / ' ex^ , iex,n
4 X, X. j J | ^
■kj
+ 1 I [ci f  >n c f x»n -JEiS.    cos'(* .* )
4 z 2 8, 2m ,iex,n ..iex,n » m,m u A A ^- m%  * 
rr 2 -J
...(A2.16)lex.n1* Xt“ ,‘
Ka40
Having computed T .n the cross-section as a function of Q can be
iex,n,i<4
determined.
ALGOL programs were written to compute the cross-sections for the 
7 7Li (p,pd) and Li (p,pt) reactions as functions of Q. The cross-section 
7for the Li (p,pd) reaction is given by equation (7.24). The transition 
amplitude depends on M, the orbital angular momentum magnetic quantum 
number of the Li intercluster wavefunction and equation (7*24) contains
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the quantity where M ™ 1,0 and T^ is defined as follows
T1 =» I D - 2{l-E ) - (l-E ) + 2 ( 2 ^ )  + (2-E2) - (3-E)l
~ M=1
...(A2.17)
A general expression for the contribution due to interaction with the
Mn th. target nucleon to one of the terms m  T at the iQ th. point of 
the angular distribution is given by
T ~ V
iex,n,M,iQ og
X^ ^ ( X 3)(PlexR ’J*(&))exp(i alQ.XT) 
exp( i(AQ - galQ).Pie\ 0)exp(-A^X*n^ . X j)fflC1...dX!
iex
where for iex = 0,1,2,3,4,5 P = I,
•..(A2.18)
The matrices Piex are given in appendix 3. Equation (A2.18) can be
6evaluated by a method similar to that described for the Li (p,pd) reaction.
7The cross-section for the Li (p,pt) reaction is given by equation 
(8.10), and contains the following quantity.
fp - 3(1-E) + 3(2-B) - (3-E>!
H N’ ...(A2.19)
is determined by the method described in section A 2.1 and NjJ, defined 
in equation (8.7) is computed in a manner similar to that used for the 
Li (p,pd) reaction. A general expression similar to that of equation
(A2.12) can be written for the terms D, (l-E), (2~E) and (3-E) as follows
X^f”(X3)exp(igAx7)exp( i(k^Q- g£lQ) .P16^ )
exp(- a4!x»“ x. .x.) ax,... .ax_ ... U 2.20)
1J 1 J ' “1 I
T = viex,n,iQ o
where for iex = 0,1,2,3 PleX = I, Pm ,PiuP25iPl‘*P25P36
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T. can be evaluated by a method similar to that described foriex,n,iQ J
6the Li (p,pd) reaction and the cross-section can be determined as a 
function of Q.
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Appendix 3 The P-matrices
The antisymmetrization of the wavefunction, (j>, describing a
given state introduces exchange terms of the form where P
represents the permutation of particles k and £. The effect of the
permutation P ^  is to introduce coordinates XF, where
To express $(X?) in terms of the coordinates X. the following relation 
i J
is used
-i = (PkX,K .-j ... (A3.1)
The evaluation of the matrix P ^  is discussed in chapter 3, where the
matrix representation of Pi3 in the coordinate system chosen to describe
the Li^ wavefunction is derived. In this appendix the permutation
.6 .7 5
matrices occuring m  the antisymmetrization of the Li , Li and He 
wavefunctions are given, where the Xj coordinates are those of 
figure (1.2).
A 3.1. Permutation matrices occuring in the antisymmetrization of the
“3  “  1 "Li wavefunction
13
?13^ 2*+ *
1~2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0*
0
0
0
1
- 1 6 9  -
A* 3.2 Permutation matrices occuring in the antisymmetrization of
7? "I ! 'the Li wavefunction
P S 
36
P14P25 "
P14P36 “
1
2 - I
3
-1
1
2
1
2 0
1
- i f £
6
1
-2
1
4
1
4 0
7 7 5 7 7 n
24 36 12 24 24
1
2
1
3 1
1
§
i
-S 0
i
4
1
6
i
s - 5
3
4 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0
1
3 1 0 I
1
-2
0 718
5
1 2 0 - 2 ?
7
24
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 13
1
-2 0 34 14
0 2■'3* 1 0
15
1
2
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 3 - 1 0
1
2 0
0 7" T F
.1
T 0
7
IT 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 13 1 0
1
2 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
1
T - 1
1
2 2 0 ”
1-5 l6
1§ 1H 34 1-s-
7
24
1
2
7
J6
7
1
T
1
7
I ¥
1
2
0
1
“ 2
7
ZF
0
n
4
1
2 0 1-4 12 14
0 2* T 1 0
1
2
1
2
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mtaaaamefm
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1“2
*1^2 5*3 6s
0 0 3-li 0
7
2*r
7
W
1 0 0 0 0 0
0
2
3
1 0 15
i
5
0 23 1 0
1
2
1
2
A. 3.3. Permutation matrix occurring in the antisymmetrization of
5-
the He wavefunction
1
-5 0
5“8
5
5
0 1 0 0
1
-2 0
3
5
iu
1 0 12
1
2
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